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ABSTRACT

Outlandish People: Gypsies, Race, and Fantasies of National Identity in Early Modern England
by
Sydnee Wagner
Advisor: Will Fisher
Since the arrival of Romani people in England in the 16th century, the figure of the Gypsy has
been a staple of English literature and culture. My book project, Outlandish People: Gypsies,
Race, and Fantasies of National Identity in Early Modern England, argues that representations
of Gypsies, from Shakespeare’s Othello and Antony and Cleopatra to Ben Jonson’s The Gypsies
Metamorphosed, served as a foil for English writers to create a distinctly white early modern
English subject. By investigating the racialization of the Gypsy, this project considers
technologies of race that lie within the parameters of England itself. Though the English
proposed, not without debate, that Gypsies geographically originated in Egypt, much of the
concern around Gypsies revolved around the sense that they had no putative home outside of
England like other racial groups, but originated within England itself. Early modern Gypsies,
thus, became the locus for conversations about English subjecthood and nationality, as well as
the possibility and threat of racial conversion. Outlandish People takes the intersectional,
interdisciplinary approach demanded of early modern race studies. The complexity of race
making means that my book approaches this subject using multiple theoretical tools, including
critical race theory, queer theory, affect theory, and biopolitics, to properly analyze all facets of
the racialization of this group. Not only a comprehensive analysis of figurations of Gypsies in
early modern English literature and culture, my project, unlike most work in this area, attempts
to create an accurate picture of the people behind these representations by illuminating the
historical and biographical narratives of Romani people in early modern England. Thus, the
project necessarily theorizes the nature of archival recovery and its relationship to race studies.
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Introduction: When Gypsies Discovered England

so, here you are
too foreign for home
too foreign for here.
never enough for both.
— “Diaspora Blues,” Ijeoma Umebinyuo

In 1608, Thomas Dekker published Lantern and Candlelight, a popular pamphlet concerned with
the multitude of “villainies” in London, including the presence of Gypsies, whom he describes as
“a people more scattered than Jews, and more hated: beggarly in apparel, barbarous in condition,
beastly in behavior, and bloody if they meet advantage.” Dekker continues to describe Gypsies,
or “moon men,” as “Egyptian lice,” “Egyptian locusts,” and “caterpillars of the commonwealth.”
In addition to the racialized vermin rhetoric, Dekker also pays particular attention to the skin
color of early modern Gypsies, calling them “tawny moor bastards…who have all the yellow
jaundice,” a move that not only highlights the otherness of Gypsies’ complexions but also
simultaneously connects Gypsies to another racialized group in the period, the Moors.1 While not

1

Dekker, Thomas, Lantern and Candlelight (1608) in Race in Early Modern England: A
Documentary Companion, ed. By Ania Loomba and Jonathon Burton, New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2007.
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a work of literary fiction, the pamphlet was popular enough to influence canonical early modern
playwrights like Ben Jonson and Thomas Middleton.

Figure I. The marching gypsies: the rear guard (Les bohémiens en marche: l'arrière-garde), also
called The Departure (Le départ), from the series "The Gypsies' (Les bohémiens) ca. 1592–1635
Jacques Callot, French.
Since the arrival of Romani people in England in the 16th century, the figure of the Gypsy has
been a staple of English literature and culture. Shortly after their arrival, the figure of the Gypsy
became a point of fervent nation-building, reproduced in the rendering of Romani bodies as
“Gypsy,” a container for the fear, anxieties, and desires of the white English.

2

With the new diasporic South Asian ethnic group came early modern proto-anthropologies that
discussed Romani people’s origins. While there is no clear connection why this narrative became
popularly spread or where this origin story originated from, some scholars have suggested that
English Romani people themselves started this rumor, calling it the “great trick.” 2 While the
archive supports this narrative of Romani people self-fashioning themselves as “Egyptian,” the
early modern archive is, unfortunately, one mainly formed through white western materials,
making it as fraught and fabricated as the Egyptian origin story itself.
The pervasive understanding of Romani people as “Egyptian” led to early modern writers
revising their ideas about Egyptians through the lens of their contact with Romani people. Even
classic texts like Ovid’s Metamorphosis that were translated into English replaced “Egyptian”
with Gypsy. Likewise, writings about Egypt and Egyptians started to include more cultural
conflations with Gypsies in the 16th century. Andrew Boorde’s The Fyrst Boke of the
Introduction of Knowledge, a text that serves as a proto-ethnography on different “nations” in the
16th century, includes a whole section on “Egyptians,’ wherein the author relied on both
knowledge of classical Egypt and the arriving Romani population to piece together an exoticized
depiction of Egyptians holistically. Boorde’s book also contains the earliest known printed
writings in Romanes, the Romani language, in English history. Each description of a nation in
the book comes with key words and phrases in the respective language of the citizens of that
nation, and under the Egyptian section was a selection of Romanes. 3

2
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See Charles G. Leland, English Gipsies and Their Language (1873).
See Yaron Matras, The Romani Gypsies (2015).
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Figure II. Woodcut from the chapter on “Egyptians” from Andrew Boorde’s Fyrst Boke of the
Introduction of Knowledge, c. 1562
Despite some disquiet about their supposed ethnic origins, there was a general consensus among
early modern writers about the connection between Egypt and English Gypsies, so much so that
it became a symbiotic relationship between the two groups in the European cultural imaginary.
Because of this pervasive, long-lasting fantasy of the “Gypsy” in the European
imaginary, I make a clear distinction in my vocabulary about these materials. When attending to
fictional representations of Gypsies or “Egyptians,” I use the term Gypsy. I reserve the terms
Romani and Romani people to refer to the biographical, lived experiences of Romani people in
4

early modern England. By making this distinction, I also evoke a long, politically-charged debate
about the categorization of “Gypsies” and whether or not these materials are referring to a vague,
nebulous social category that was not racialized and that included rogues, counterfeit Egyptians,
vagabonds, and itinerate peoples, or if the category of the “Gypsy” in early modern England was
thought to be a separate, distinct category. It is clear in my scholarship that I position “Gypsy” as
a highly-racialized category, separate from rogues, vagabonds, canters, and itinerate people. Like
early modern historian David Cressy, I choose to use a capital “G” when writing “Gypsy” or
“Gypsies,” to make it clear that I do see them as a separate, unique category with a specific
history, despite similarities and conflations with other social and racial groups in early modern
materials. 4
While both Gypsy and Romani are terms that I use carefully within my writing, I do not
refer to early modern English Romani people as “Roma.” The trend in doing so, often through an
attempt at showing political solidarity with European Romani people, is, alas, misguided.
Romani people, despite being an ethnic group brought together by our shared histories, cultures,
language, and South Asian origins, are not a monolith. 5 While “Roma” may be a correct
designation for certain subgroups under the umbrella term “Romani,” “Roma” does not
accurately define the English Romani subgroup. In an effort to respect cultural and subgroup
differences, as well as the specificities around different Romani subgroup histories, I use the
term Romani people. 6
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David Cressy, Gypsies (2018).
See Matras, Hancock, and Fraser.
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Contemporary English Romani people often refer to themselves as Romanichal or
Angloromani.
5
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The figure of the Gypsy in early modern English literature is pervasive; Gypsies appear
as primary characters in Ben Jonson’s The Gypsies Metamorphos’d and Thomas Middleton and
Thomas Dekker’s The Spanish Gypsy, as well as being evoked in William Shakespeare’s Antony
& Cleopatra, As You Like It, and A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Despite the rich archive of
literary references to Gypsies, there is little scholarship that has focused in a sustained way on
them, and the scholarship that does focus on them very rarely concerns itself with the
racialization of the figure, nor the actual lives of those who lurk behind the polarizing figure, the
lives of early modern Romani people.
My dissertation aims not only to offer a comprehensive look at the figuration of Gypsies
in early modern English literature and culture, but also to create an accurate sense of their
placement in an emerging British national project that increasingly revolved around racial
ideologies. Ultimately, one of the larger questions my dissertation project revolves around is the
question of archival recovery. Due to the nature of the archive, both as a collection of materials
and an academic institution, most of the materials are written by and for a white English
audience. Thus, a significant portion of my dissertation revolves around methodologies for
treating archival silences. Because there has yet to be a discovery of early modern documents
written by Romani people, I plan on using creative means to “read against” and “in between” the
materials, to treat documents, literary, visual, and historical, with a critical hesitancy, accounting
for what are damaging racial caricatures, conscious erasures and omissions, and accurate
accounts of early modern Romani people.
Most previous scholarship on early modern Gypsies has not been in conversation with
early modern race studies. Instead of looking at Gypsies as inherently racialized in the period,
some work, such as that of Brian Reynolds and Frances Timbers, conflates Gypsies with
6

common rogues and vagabonds, despite early modern materials clearly distinguishing these two
groups. Other scholarship similarly errs by treating the figure of the Gypsy as a mythological
subject, comparing gypsies to faeries. Early modern race studies by extension, while a
progressively growing field, has tended to neglect representations of Gypsies as a part of a larger
racial discourse, or relegated any mention of them to the footnotes. My work, thus, illuminates
how scholarship on the racialization of early modern Gypsies contributes significantly to one of
the most pertinent subfields in early modern studies. In my attention to the technologies of race, I
aim to show that materials on Gypsies, and the subsequent treatment of Romani in early modern
England, contribute to a wider conversation in early modern race studies on the ways in which
race manifests outside of perceived physiological difference.
While my dissertation is focused on mapping the figure of the Gypsy in early modern
England, the project does not follow an ethnographic tradition. Due to the nature of my
materials, an archive created solely by white Europeans, the representations of Romani people in
the period read more like caricatures than truthful depictions. I treat these materials with a
healthy amount of skepticism, following the work of Lisa Lowe and Saidiya Hartman in
choosing to look at the archive as a “technology” of race making rather than a “collection of
stable facts.” This project, moreover, does not reproduce socially-constructed categories of race
by trying to isolate the figure of the Gypsy as one particular ethnic group, as we know it today, in
the period. That is, while I recognize that the word “Gypsy” originates as an exonym for Romani
people, the figure of the Gypsy belongs to what Miles Parks Grier calls an “elastic racial
category” of Blackness, influenced by pre-existing notions of Blackness in the early modern

7

period.7 Because of this racial fluidity, early modern English materials compare Gypsies to a
multitude of racialized groups in the period, including Jews, Africans, and Native Americans.
My focus on Gypsies lies also in the group’s presence in England and Scotland. By
investigating the racialization of the Gypsy, a caricature of early modern England’s Romani
population, this project considers technologies of race that lie within the parameters of England
itself. That is, the proximity to Romani in England meant that the particularities of race making
focused on the racial difference of Romani, or Gypsies, was in part shaped by the diasporic
nature of Romani in the period. Though early modern English proposed, not without argument,
that Gypsies geographically originated in Egypt, much of the concern around Gypsies revolved
around the fact that they did not reside outside of Europe like other racialized groups, but within
England itself. Early modern Gypsies, thus, became the locus for conversations around English
citizenship, nationality, and the possibility and threat of racial conversion for English people.

7

Grier, “Inkface: The Slave Stigma in England’s Early Imperial Imagination,” 195-196.
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II. Race, Gypsies, and Nations

Before discussing the racialization of Gypsies, it’s important to define how ‘race’ really was
conceived, in the early modern period and our own contemporary moment. In the early modern
period, skin color was but one means of racially identifying or othering people. Clothing,
language, religion, geography and place of origin, sexuality, and humoral theory (among many
other markers) were all technologies of race-making in the period. Due to the nature of early
modern race, my project takes an intersectional, interdisciplinary approach. As W.E.B. Du Bois
asserts in Dusk of Dawn, race is not a “concept” but a “group of contradictory forces, facts and
tendencies.”8 Similarly, early modern race scholar Ian Smith notes:
A new orthodoxy has emerged as a corrective to the predominant but unsustainable-for
the period-sole emphasis on skin color. Researchers now typically posit that race in the
early modern period is the product of several, often interrelated, categories of
identification, a complex amalgam of codes that can be mobilized to ratify group
exclusion and marginalization.9

Geraldine Heng likewise uses critical race theory to attend to Medieval formations of racial
ideologies, arguing that:
‘Race’ is one of the primary names we have … that is attached to a repeating tendency, of
the gravest import, to demarcate human beings through differences among humans that

8
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Du Bois, W.E.B. Du Bois: Writings, 651.
Ian Smith, Race and Rhetoric in the Renaissance: Barbarian Errors (NY: Palgrave Macmillan,

2009), p. 3.
9

are selectively essentialized as absolute and fundamental, in order to distribute positions
and powers differently to human groups. Race-making thus operates as specific historical
occasions in which strategic essentialisms are posited and assigned through a variety of
practices and pressures, so as to construct a hierarchy of peoples for different
treatment…race is a structural relationship for the articulation and management of human
differences, rather than a substantive content.10

Like Heng, I engage with race as not a ‘substantive content’; that is, I do not use early modern
theories of race to try to rationalize racial ideologies (which are, by nature, inherently irrational)
nor do I try to reaffirm racist narratives through popular pseudo-sciences of the period. Instead, I
engage with the technologies of race-making in the period to demonstrate the reproductions (and
new formations) of racial ideologies at work in early modern texts, literary or otherwise.
While there has been a large, looming history of debate on whether attending to “race” in
premodern periods is anachronistic or not, I do not find it necessary to attend to this debate in a
sustained way in my project. This scholarly move is not to say I am not passionate about this
debate, but many qualified scholars have already proven the validity of studying racial ideologies
and epistemologies in early modern England. 11 In her foundational work Things of Darkness,
Kim Hall argues that:
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Geraldine Heng, The Invention of Race in the European Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 2018), p. 3.
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For an impressive breakdown of this debate and the value of studying race in early modern
England, see Bovilsky’s Barbarous Play, particularly the introduction.
10

Despite contemporary disagreement about the very existence of “races” and
therefore the viability of “race” as a term in cultural or literary studies, I hold onto
the idea of a language of race in the early modern period and eschew the scare quotes
so popular in contemporary writings on race. The easy association of race with
modern science ignores the fact that language itself creates differences within social
organization and that race was then (as it is now) a social construct that is
fundamentally more about power and culture than about biological difference. 12

I consider myself incredibly lucky to be following in the scholarly tradition of those who have
argued for the validity and necessity of understanding racial ideologies and epistemologies, and
how they manifest, in early modern Europe.
More specific to my project, there has been a history of scholarship that attends to early
modern materials on Romani or Gypsies that either neglects discussion about race or openly
refutes the notion that “Gypsies” were a racialized group in early modern England. While early
modern scholars like Brian Reynolds and Frances Timbers claim that the category of Gypsy is
about criminality or itineracy and not about race, these studies unfortunately lack proper
attention to archive materials as well as an understanding of the language around racial
difference in early modern England. 13 Likewise, “Gypsy studies” scholar Judith Okley makes a
similar argument for all Romani people in Europe being of European heritage, claiming that
instead of being a diasporic South Asian group, Romani are medieval peasants that chose to live

12

Hall, Things of Darkness, 6.
Despite Francis Timbers writing a whole monograph on early modern Gypsies, I find her work
too racist to attend to seriously. Instead I’ll point to David Cressy’s thorough review of her book
The Damned Fraternitie': Constructing Gypsy Identity in Early Modern England, 1500–1700 in
the Renaissance Quarterly.
13
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itinerantly, making up a new language and culture along the way. 14 Of course, decades of
linguistic, cultural, anthropological, and genetic analysis proves Romani people to be from North
India.
Because of the complexity of race making, my dissertation approaches this subject using
multiple theoretical tools, including critical race theory, queer theory, affect theory, and
biopolitics, to properly analyze all facets of the racialization of this group. I use my multitheoretical framework as an advantage when approaching questions about race making in early
modern England, as it allows me to treat such a complex subject with nuance.
Finally, though this project is largely invested in historicizing the figure of the Gypsy and
providing some form of biographical narrative for Romani lives in the sixteenth and seventeenth
century, I also aim to ground this work in the contemporary issues Romani face, in particular
institutionalized racial oppression. Because of the legacy of racial stereotypes that still persist
today, I wish to explore the violence that often goes overlooked in early modern texts, and in the
process hope to illuminate the historical and contemporary racial violence against Romani
people, including but not limited to expulsion, capital punishment, sexual violence, and slavery.

Okley’s argument, while contested by Romani studies scholars, can be found in her
monograph The Traveller-Gypsies (1983).
14
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III. Chapter Outlines
This dissertation is divided into four chapters, each emphasizing a technology of racemaking that worked to construct the figure of the Gypsy in the early modern English imaginary.
My first chapter concentrates on narratives of contagion and the biopolitical regimes set in place
to deal with swarming, contagious non-English groups like the Romani people. By focusing on
the popular pamphlet writings of Thomas Dekker and Ben Jonson’s The Gypsies
Metamorphosed, this chapter interrogates how the rhetoric of counterfeit skin color,
representations of Gypsies as vermin, and fears of hyper-reproductive pregnancy are linked to an
emerging sense of white nationalism in early modern England.
Chapter Two delves into early modern English and continental European visual material
to address the use of clothing as a technology of race-making. Through connecting costume
books, prints, drawings, and pseudo-ethnographic illustrations of people of color to the illusive
Egyptian Charmer (and her infamous handkerchief) in Shakespeare’s Othello, I argue that
clothing mattered just as much as mythologies of skin color in producing racial epistemologies. I
further argue that the presence of the Gypsy woman in Othello’s story of the origin of his
handkerchief allows the handkerchief to act as what Robin Bernstein would call a “scriptive
thing” or “an item of material culture that prompts meaningful bodily behaviors,” in that Gypsies
in early modern England were already thought to have both a sexualized relationship to clothing
and a ‘devious’ and untrustworthy nature, not to mention a seemingly unnatural relationship to
magic. In this context, the handkerchief and the Gypsy charmer behind its construction prove
that even things, or people, who are seemingly not “in” the play have the power to prompt bodies
into action and to be meaningful catalysts for the events that transpire.

13

Through focusing on Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra and Middleton and Dekker’s
The Spanish Gypsy, my third chapter is an interrogation of the obsession with Gypsy women and
their sexuality in the period. Portrayed as exotic, criminal, and wanton (all stereotypes
surrounding Romani women that persist today), these representations were pervasive, leading the
word “Gypsy” to be used to describe non-Romani women who were seen as being sexually
promiscuous. In evoking the image of the Gypsy to describe Cleopatra’s sensuality in Antony &
Cleopatra, Shakespeare, similarly, illuminates well-known racialized ideas of wanton, enigmatic
desire. By contrast, the character of Preciosa in The Spanish Gypsy is a young white woman
who only “plays” Gypsy, and she therefore embodies all of the characteristics deemed desirable
of Gypsy women while still maintaining her “fairness” and “virgin” status. In attending to these
two texts and their emphasis on Gypsy sexuality, I argue that non-white sexuality functions as
inherently queer in the period in that it is continuously used as a foil for proper (and white)
sexual behavior, and I explore how black and brown sexualities are represented as inherently
deviant, nonregulated, and explicitly contrary to England’s white national project.
In my last chapter, I turn to the literary, visual, and biopolitical ties between witches and
Gypsies. Portrayals of Gypsy relied on a pre-existing, often-gendered, monstrous portrayal of
witchcraft to sculpt the now pervasive trope of the Gypsy fortuneteller or necromancer. But the
relationship between witches and Gypsies, at least in terms of representation, is a reciprocal one,
since many depictions of witches use Gypsies and other nonwhite figures as models for their
supernatural counterparts. By concentrating on the affective responses to witches and Gypsies, as
well as the imagined racialized affect shared between witches and Gypsies in Shakespeare’s
Macbeth (1606), this chapter argues that representations of witches and witchcraft are inherently
racialized in early modern England, leading to shared biopolitical responses.

14

CHAPTER 1
Encounters of Flesh: Gypsies and Biopolitics in Early Modern English
Literature and Law
While nomadism and criminality were pervasive tropes about Romani people that persist to this
day, one of the most peculiar and significant stereotypes about Gypsies in the early modern
period was their supposed counterfeit skin color, thought to be altered by cosmetics or natural
dyes.15 From Ben Jonson’s The Gypsies Metamorphosed to Thomas Middleton’s The Spanish
Gypsy, most English literature about Gypsies mentions their counterfeit complexion. In her
overview of writing about early modern English Gypsies, Ania Loomba notes, “the defining
feature of gypsies is their artifice; their darkness is not natural, and yet not less threatening for
being artificial” (128). Though this artifice is not a physical trait referenced in every early
modern literary representation of Gypsies, and it certainly falls out of fashion as a “defining
feature” by the 18th century, in the 16th and 17th century it was a pervasive trope that conflated
all Gypsies, including Romani people, with counterfeit Gypsies, rogues who applied brownface
for criminal reasons.16
The concerns about Gypsies’ counterfeit nature, alas, were not limited to literary
representations; they were also manifest in early modern legal solutions for ridding England of
Romani people. Once imagined as a declaration of agency, a self-election of brownness, even if

While I use both “Romani people” and “Gypsies” in this essay, I distinguish “Gypsies,”
fictional representations, from “Romani people,” the biographical realities.
16
In Representations of the Gypsy in the Romantic Period (2014), Sarah Houghton provides an
overview of 18th century representations of Romani in literature and culture. Unlike the study of
Gypsies/Romani representation in earlier periods, scholarship focused on 19 th century
Representations of Gypsies is abundant. See Mayall’s Gypsy-Travellers; Nord.
15

15

only the conjuring of white European fears and fancies, this “counterfeit” complexion is called to
question in the wake of legislation that demands a more violent rendering of flesh, through the
means of whippings, brandings, mutilation, and eventually death. Before Thomas Dekker called
for the “most infamous & basest kinds of punishment” in his pamphlet Lantern and Candlelight,
several laws in England and Scotland called for “Egyptians” to be not only banished from these
countries, but also physically harmed if caught wandering. One of Henry VIII’s statutes
proposed that Romani people could be “whipped” for the first offence, mutilated for the second,
and then put to death.17 Elizabeth I’s own statutes matched her father’s in severity, calling for the
execution of “Egipcyans.” 18 As Sujata Iyengar notes, King James I also followed suit with the
counterfeit Gypsy narrative, and “As king of Scotland James had ordained in 1579 that ‘strange
and idill beggars’ (including Gypsies) could be nailed by their ears to a tree and mutilated before
they were banished on pain of death…In England too, James began immediately to strengthen
the laws against vagrants of all kind’” (177). I wonder then, in this realization of fleshly wounds
on supposedly fraudulent skin, if any of the people dealing out these punishments reflected on
the myths of body painting as they whipped, branded, and mutilated brown flesh? Were they
confronted with the realities of racial difference in these moments of visceral violence, or did it
simply not matter if the skin color was fraudulent or not? Conceptions of racial difference, thus,
were partially conceived out of these acts of physical violence, in which marked racialized
bodies are not just visible through skin color difference, but through the scars left behind after
these punishments.

17

27 Hen. VIII c. 25

18

39 Eliz. C. 4
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The anxiety surrounding early modern Gypsies’ counterfeit complexion is a distinctly
biopolitical issue, in which the concerns revolved around a fear that this painted population was a
type of contagion that was inflicting and transforming white bodies into brown ones. This form
of population control, both through the pervasive stereotypes and the looming immigration laws
imposed on Romani people, used the figure of the Gypsy as a foil to create the notion of a
distinctly white early modern English subject. Of course, by asserting that the early modern
English sovereigns’ relationships with Gypsies were shaped through biopolitics, my argument
troubles Michel Foucault’s assertion that biopolitics emerged in the late 18 th century with an
emphasis on medical research. 19 Early modern biopolitics, which I am calling a “sovereign
biopolitics,” is shaped by an emerging system of racial hierarchies in which the sovereign
establishes their own power through a national project that seeks to unify Scotland and England
through shared notions of whiteness. In order for this white national identity to come to fruition,
however, there had to be counter figures against which the English could construct their
imagined whiteness.20
Due to the prevailing “Egyptian Laws,” I find it useful to conceive of the early modern
Gypsy as a type of homo sacer figure. According to Giorgio Agamben, the homo sacer, a figure
of Roman law, is any person deemed by the sovereign as legally killable by anyone yet who may
not be ‘sacrificed,” and is thus rendered “bare life,” stripped of all rights (8). Like early modern
Gypsies, the homo sacer is simultaneously included and excluded from the law, condemned by
the law while simultaneously excluded from any civil rights. In this regard, the homo sacer is

19
20

See Foucault.
For literary scholarship on early modern England as a white national project, see Hall; Little.
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structurally analogous to the sovereign, who also occupies a dynamic of being of and outside the
law simultaneously (Agamben 146).
While a useful framework to think about the legal restrictions on Gypsies in England,
Agamben’s notion of biopolitics unfortunately does not consider how racial hierarchies shift the
notion of bare life, a critique that Alexander Weheliye develops in his book Habeas Viscus:
Racializing Assemblages, Biopolitics, and Black Feminist Theories of the Human. Weheliye
relies on the scholarship of Sylvia Wynter and Hortense Spillers to push back against Agamben’s
insistence on “the indivisibility of [bare life] so that it does not resemble traditional racial
identities,” and to offer a model in “racializing assemblages” that accounts for white supremacist
biopolitics (55). Similarly, Achille Mbembe mobilizes the concept of “Necropolitics” to discuss
sovereign power that is established by exercising control over a population’s mortality, and
subsequently how that sovereign power interacts with racism (12). While my project is not to
rehearse a similar critique of Agamben’s negligence towards social categories like race, I do
propose an alternative framework for analyzing early modern sovereign biopolitics, one that is
dependent on the emerging and ubiquitous formations of racial difference.
Extending the work of Agamben, Mbembe, and Wehileye, this chapter considers both the
early modern “Egyptian Laws” and the literary representations of counterfeit Gypsies as
establishing a form of early modern racial biopolitics. In attending to the racial transformations
in Ben Jonson’s most performed masque, The Gypsies Metamorphosed (1621), I argue that the
masque illuminates and troubles these prevailing concerns over racial contagion and unstable
national identities. Jonson relied on multiple published writings about Gypsies, including
Thomas Dekker’s Lantern and Candlelight and Samuel Rid’s The Art of Juggling, making the
masque important in its synthesis of these cultural documents to form a court-sanctioned fantasy
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of the Gypsy. Because the masque was written for the court of King James and features him
taming and converting Gypsies into white, English gentlemen, The Gypsies Metamorphosed is an
intriguing platform on which Jonson, and his patron the Marquis of Buckingham, imagine
James’s sovereign power as constructed around racial difference and the anxieties and
possibilities of racial conversion. And while the masque promotes a fantasy of “benign” ethnic
cleansing, the failure of early modern England’s numerous Egyptian Acts, signaled by early
modern writers concerned with the “Gypsy problem,” suggests that James’s sovereign power
was not as omnipotent as the masque imagines.
In fact, in the wake of deportation laws that threatened the lives of early modern Romani
people we can find subjectivity and radical, often overlooked, acts of resistance. In the face of
violent legislation that rendered Romani bodies “illegal” in the nation of England, the otherwise
simple act of living becomes the locus of a particular kind of resistance that emerges in this
period. Unfortunately, the acts that I find so remarkably radical, the theft of legal documents and
counterfeit pardons (that became a type of talisman that could possibly ensure the freedom of
Romani people) as well as the resistance to an emerging colonial system that rendered people of
color as socially dead tools of labor, other scholars have framed in conservative, often negative
portrayals that reiterate detrimental stereotypes. Thus, part of the aim of my project is to not just
reflect on the historical violence Romani people have faced - for that in itself risks reproducing
the notion that Romani people are just objects to act violently upon or agentless victims - but
also to recover notions of Romani subjectivity through reading against the archival grain.
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II.

For most of early modern English history, Gypsies were considered personae non gratae.
In the late 15th century, Romani people, a diasporic ethnic group originally from North India,
arrived in Great Britain.21 Though they were met at first with curiosity, English officials soon
cracked down on these “outlandish people.” In the beginning of the 16th century, the Parliament
of England passed the first of England’s “Gypsy laws,” the Egyptians Act 1530, expelling the
Romani people from the country.22 Because this law proved to be ineffective (unlike the
expulsion of the Jewish population about 240 years prior), Mary I introduced another law,
Egyptians Act 1554, making the act of simply being a Gypsy in England a crime punishable by
death, due to the supposed fear of the Romani and their “devlish and naughty practices and
devices.”23 24 Each of these acts evokes the trope of the fervent nomadism of Gypsies, with the
Egyptians Act 1530 portraying Romani people as having “come into this realm, and gone from
shire to shire, and place to place, in great company,” and the 1554 act demanding Gypsies give
up “their naughty, idle and ungodly life and company" for a settled life.25 Many believed that
Romani migration was spurred on by criminal intent, with the 1530 Act continuing to state these
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When producing scholarship on these early modern materials, I maintain a rhetorical
distinction between “Gypsies,” what I designate as the fictional fantasy being produced by early
modern white writers, and Romani people, the biographical reality.
Though Romani are originally from North India, many Europeans believed that Romani were
Egyptians, hence the word “Egyptian” and later the slur “Gypsy.” This myth was probably
conceived out of the conflation of Romani migration patterns and origins, with many Romani
people cutting through North Africa (including Egypt) to travel through Spain.
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22 Henry VIII c. 10
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1 & 2 Philip & Mary, c. 4
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For more on Jewish people in early modern England, see Holmberg; Julius; Shoulson.
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For more information on the history of England’s Egyptian Acts, see David Mayall’s English
Gypsies and State Policies.
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“Egyptians...deceived the people for their money; and also have committed many heinous
felonies and robberies, to the great hurt and deceit of the people that they have come among.” 26

While early modern materials on Gypsies, literary or otherwise, are by no means scarce
in the early modern archive, very little scholarship has been produced on early modern English
Gypsies or Romani people. Even fewer scholars though (Loomba and Geraldo de Sousa are
prominent exceptions) have written about the racialization of Gypsies in the period and the
connection of the figure of the Gypsy with the early modern Romani population in England.27
Sujata Iyengar also discusses the racialization of the figure of the Gypsy, noting the
“impossibility of…seamless integration between English and Gypsy” due to stark differences
such as clothing, itinerancy, occupation, and skin color (180). This emphasis on the racialization
of Gypsies as cultural and literary figures is important considering some recent scholarship
divorces the figure from its racialized origins, and instead seeks to discuss Gypsies outside of
their inherent connection to and effect on Romani people. 28
Often, the figure of the Gypsy is either ignored by scholars, or more insidiously, absorbed
and repurposed. Thus, the figure of the Gypsy, as Thomas Dekker imagines in his popular
pamphlet Lantern and Candlelight (1608), becomes one of these “changeable-stuffecompanions” in early modern scholarship, never allowed subjectivity or agency, and forever
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Though early modern English literature conflates this nomadism with criminal intent,
contemporary Romani studies scholars argue that Romani migration to Western and Northern
Europe were probably due to Ottoman conquest of the Balkans and fleeing enslavement in
Eastern Europe. See Ian Hancock, The Pariah Syndrome.
27
In his book Masterless Men (1985), Lee Beier briefly discusses the distinctions between the
“alternative society” of the Gypsies and the vagrant poor who serve as the focus of his
scholarship.
28
Similarly, contemporary, albeit misguided understanding of the word “Gypsy” often connotes
an ambiguous “wanderer” or “free spirit,” despite the fact the Romani in Europe are still referred
to and persecuted under the title of “Gypsy.”
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being forced to contort to impossible expectations that mirror present day stereotypes of Gypsies
as criminals, whores, magicians, and entertainers. Miriam Eliav-Feldon writes on the absence of
Romani in early modern race scholarship, positing that “life on the margins, in the full sense of
the word, led also to the marginalization, if not exclusion, of the Gypsy in modern historical
scholarship concerning attitudes to ‘the Other’” (277). It is not just the exclusion of Romani
realities that becomes a site of violence in early modern scholarship, but also the continuing
legacy of portraying Romani bodies through dehumanizing rhetoric. In his monograph Black
Book of Knaves and Unthrifts, James McPeek uncritically calls Romani people “fabulous…
strange creatures,” sympathizing with the English who had to deal with the “invasion” of these
immigrants (252-286). Likewise, Regina Bucolla (unwittingly) takes a posthumanist approach to
Romani people when she conflates early modern Gypsies with “fairies” (174). Unfortunately,
this trend mirrors the treatment of contemporary Romani people, who are portrayed as objects to
talk about, but not subjects to talk to.
Due to the supposedly “counterfeit” nature of early modern Gypsies, some
scholars assert that there were not “real” Gypsies in early modern England. In his work on
criminal culture, Bryan Reynolds argues that “Gypsy” was essentially a criminal group, and,
“there were few, if any, gypsy immigrants in early modern England, and that both those people
referred to as gypsies and those people that call themselves gypsies were not only actually
disguised English rogues and vagabonds, but were also a major component of a greater criminal
culture” (26). As a scholar of early modern race, I prefer to take the proclamations about Gypsy
‘counterfeit’ skin color with skepticism as many of the early modern texts painting Gypsies as
having counterfeit dark skin are written by white English writers. Moreover, though counterfeit
skin color is most notably identified as a Gypsy trait, other racialized groups in the period were
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subject to rumors of having unnatural skin color, with many of these groups being compared to
Gypsies due to their perceived “counterfeit” skin color.29 In The English Empire in America
(1685), for example, the author describes Native American physical features, noting, “Of
Complexion, Black but by design, as the Gypsies in England: They grease themselves with Bears
fat clarified, and using no defence against Son or Weather, their skins must needs be swarthy.”
Thus, despite cultural and literary documents claiming that Gypsy complexion was
artificially constructed, there is no historical evidence to prove that these claims are accurate.
Similarly, even if there were adequate evidence to prove that some early modern Gypsies were
merely white people cosmetically altering their complexion, this does not mean that the materials
on early modern Gypsies are not race-related. Race is, after all, a social construction created to
justify and bolster colonial projects, and not a legitimate biological state, despite early modern
materials that rely on pseudo-sciences and other tools of race-making to legitimize these
ideologies. The very idea that white English people, in a period in which people of color are
being enslaved, deported, and murdered for their imagined racial difference, are willingly
constructing alternative racial identities despite the legal dangers is as fascinating as it is
perplexing. Despite the supposed artificiality of Gypsies’ physiological difference, early modern
English writers nonetheless imagined that contact with this “outlandish” population could
possibly turn English citizens into Gypsies. This popular notion, thus, created a mythology of
contagion around Gypsy skin color, marking them as inherently dangerous.
There is, moreover, remarkable evidence that Gypsies in early modern England are
Romani in ethnicity. In 1550, Andrew Boorde offered the first written record of Romani
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For scholarship on early modern English notions of skin color difference see Iyengar; Stevens,
Inventions.
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language in an English publication in his The Fyrst Boke of the Introduction of Knowledge.
Boorde records some Romani words and phrases but mistakes the language as “Egyptian,”
following the popular belief that Romani people had Egyptian origins. Despite this
misclassification, the small lexicon Boorde recorded has been identified by linguists as Romanes,
the Hindustani language spoken by Romani people.30 Other scholars have done work on the
numerous court cases, such as the Winchester Confessions of 1615-1616, that also record various
words from the Anglo-Romani dialect.31 Other scholars, like historian David Cressy, have
addressed the Romani origins of early modern Gypsies through their analysis of historical
documents. In his discussion of the counterfeit nature of early modern Gypsies, Cressy argues
that while in scholarly treatments, “Gypsy ethnicity is hotly contested,” early modern English
leaders “may have been anxious lest some of the queen’s subjects should be seduced into a
pernicious way of life, but the state’s main concern was with Gypsies known as Egyptians, not
vagrants who pretended to be Gypsies” (57). Thus, the unstable “counterfeit” characteristic of
early modern Gypsies speaks more to English concerns over racial fluidity and the equally
unstable nature of whiteness.
III.
In his book-length study of Jonson’s masque, Jonson’s Gypsies Unmasked, Dale B.J.
Randall reads the masque as a subversive critique of the king’s favorite courtiers in their
comparison to a band of gypsies. Mark Netzloff, in his study of geo-political borders and
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For scholarship on Romani linguistics, see Matras.
The Winchester Confessions 1615-1616 transcribed and annotated by Alan McGowan are a
series of depositions taken at Winchester House of Correction in 1615-1616, portraying the
Romani community of early modern England. The deposition also contains a list of Romani
words, making the record one of the earliest known recordings of Romani language in England.
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counterfeit Egyptians, posits, “By using the figure of gypsies, Jonson’s The Gypsies
Metamorphosed questions a key component of Union rhetoric: the emphasis on James’s power
as a British monarch to reconcile cultural differences among his subjects” (765). While the
scholarly tradition centered on The Gypsies Metamorphosed has touched, in no small part, on
English national identity, much of the scholarship still assumes that fictional representations of
Gypsies reveal whole truths about the people behind the figure. This critical tradition, similarly,
assumes a level of truth behind narratives of counterfeit skin color. My work, conversely, aims to
shift this tradition by thinking through the possible political advantages of producing a rhetoric
that denaturalizes the skin color of a minority ethnic group. As historian David Cressy notes,
“sources for a history of Gypsies in England are surprisingly plentiful, though often opaque,
fragmented, problematic, and neglected…In many cases, the records reveal more about the
rhetorical and administrative responses of the state than the elusive Gypsies themselves” (47).
Taking up Cressy’s evaluation of early modern archival materials on Gypsies, my scholarship
analyzes both early modern legislation and literature about Gypsies, arguing that these materials
convey a rising British nationalism centered on whiteness. This whiteness, while treated as a
natural social state (and often deployed as the only natural racial state), is strategically
constructed against the backdrop of England and Scotland’s internal other, the diasporic Romani
people.
The Gypsies Metamorphosed features a band of Gypsies, led by the character the
Jackman played by Buckingham; the Gypsies spend much of the masque singing, dancing,
reading the fortunes of court attendees, and picking pockets. Unlike most depictions of
counterfeit Gypsies, the Gypsies at the end of Jonson’s masque are transformed into white
English subjects by the sovereign King James. This national fantasy mimics the Masque of
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Blackness, yet notably, Gypsies follows through with the promise of staged physical
transformation. In her comparison of the two masques, Andrea Stevens notes, “Gypsies in turn
provides one of the earliest (if not the earliest) records of a racial metamorphosis to take place
during the course of an English performance--in any venue.” Stevens adds, “The 1605 masque
also haunts future plays about racial change. Although for the public stage Jonson never again
used this trope of racial transformation, over the next fifteen years several plays feature
Europeans in blackface disguise. All of these plays refer either obliquely or explicitly back to
Jonson, indicating that the medium accrues a specific intertextual (or indeed ‘intermaterial’)
resonance” (397). While the ties between the two masques are uncontestable, Gypsies contains a
certain type of anxiety about the racialized other that The Masque of Blackness does not, an
anxiety centered around proximity. The racialized subjects of Blackness come from the far away
country of Niger, whereas Gypsies are the “internal other”, a diasporic ethnic group that lives
among white English and even has an imagined parallel monarchy.
Jonson’s Gypsies Metamorphosed is described by some scholars as King James’s favorite
masque due to its rambunctious humor, and while scholars like Dale B.J. Randall note the
perceived insult in comparing James’s courtiers to Gypsies, I am inclined to believe that James’s
interest in Gypsies and preference for the masque lie in its assertion of the King’s whiteness. In
her study of early modern mythologies of Scotland’s origins, Mary Floyd-Wilson claims that, in
order to compete with English myths, “the Scots claimed to be descendants of the Egyptians”
(123). Due to the conflation of Gypsies and Egyptians, it was widely believed that Gypsies had
strong ties to Scotland. Thus, the presence of performative Gypsies would not have been lost on
James, nor would it be merely employed to evoke the “fantastic” nature of Gypsies. Instead, the
masque serves to establish James’s, and all of Britain’s, whiteness, in proving that not only is
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James not a Gypsy, but that he has the sovereign power to transform the Gypsies within the
masque into white English subjects.
The masque opens with the image of a “gypsy leading a horse laden with five little
children bound in a trace of scarfs upon him,” a visual that Jonson likens to “the four sons of
Aymon” (49-53). While the allusion to the medieval tale is evident, Jonson’s description is also
almost an exact description of the woodcut accompanying the ballad “The braue English Jipsie,”
(1597-1626). Here, six small Gypsies, possibly children, are sitting on a horse led by another
Gypsy. This images may be a take on popular printed illustrations from France, like Jacques
Callot’s illustration of Gypsies piling both goods and children on horses until the back of the
horse is crowded.

Figure III. Image accompanying the ballad “The brave English Jipsie” circa 1597-1626.
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I also want to suggest that the image echoes and subverts the great seal of England. The
great seal of England is used to symbolize the Sovereign's approval of important state
documents. While every new monarch receives their own seal, they were usually variations of
each other. When King James I took the English throne in 1603, he created his seal in
accordance to the traditional seal imagery, and thus, on one side it features the king on a horse.
The great seal is mentioned explicitly in the masque, when one of the Gypsies exclaims “There’s
a purse and a seal/ I’ve a great mind to steal,/ that when our tricks are done/we might seal our
own pardon” (221-24). This passage refers to the notion that Gypsies’ counterfeit nature
extended to counterfeiting documents, particularly pardons that excuse them from the existing
Gypsy laws. Regarding counterfeit documents, David Cressy claims, “wandering Gypsies found
a friend, or at least an accomplice, in Richard Massey, a Cheshire schoolmaster, who used his
literacy to forge licenses and passports that purportedly authorized their travel. Massey’s fake
licenses showed up among Gypsies as far south as the Thames Valley…There was evidently a
black market in documents and seals, that some Gypsies exploited to fool gullible officials” (61).
While referenced throughout the masque and other documents as evidence of Gypsies’ inherently
criminal nature, the presence of these counterfeit documents also represents a radical resistance
to sovereign rule when we account for the biopolitical framework that the English monarchy,
including King James, created and presided over for early modern Romani people. When
considering the cause and effect of Britain’s relationship with Gypsies, in that the Egyptian laws
passed in England and Scotland were a result of anxieties around legitimate sovereignty and
alternative societies, the emergence of counterfeit pardons, as a direct result of Egyptian laws,
acts as a legal manifestation of these imagined alternative monarchies. If Gypsies act as a type of
homo sacer figure in early modern England, in that they are of the la.w yet simultaneously
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excluded from the civil rights white English subjects had, these counterfeit seals and pardons
directly reverse their biopolitical designation, making them untouchable by legal jurisdiction,
just like the early modern English sovereign.
The subversive imagery of Gypsy “princes” on a horse may have been modeled to mimic
the great seal, and it certainly seems to speak to the threatening notion that Gypsies had an
alternative monarchy, and thus were not subjects of the king. While King James V of Scotland
allowed this alternative monarchy to rule over the Gypsy population of Scotland, notably John
Faw, ‘lord and erle of Littill Egipt,’ and allowing him “all authority and legal jurisdiction over
gypsy groups,” his grandson was less lenient with the diasporic population (Netzloff 771).
Modeling his treatment of Gypsies after England’s own harsh punishments, James VI of
Scotland, and later as king of England, established unrelenting laws against “Egyptians” that
included capital punishment.
Pushing the notion of this imagined alternative monarchy further, the masque claims that
this alternative monarchy is headed by classical Egyptian figures:
Of King Ptolemaeus,
Our great coryphaeus,
And Queen Cleopatra,
The gypsies’ grand matra. (157-59)

Both Ptolemaeus (Ptolemy) and Cleopatra are classical Egyptian figures, and the allusion
to them draws a correlation between classical Egypt and the counterfeit Egyptians residing in
early modern England. While Cleopatra was a known queen, allowing for her literary transition
to “the gypsies’ grand matra,” Ptolemaeus was not actually a king (he was, however, known for
his writings on astrology, giving him a connection to early modern notions of Gypsy fortune
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telling). This imagined kingship, then, is only applied to Ptolemaeus through the alternate
monarchy established by the Gypsies. Considering the implied threat of Gypsies’ counterfeit
complexion acting as a form of contagion, this alternative monarchy, in which English subjects
turned Gypsy are indoctrinated, becomes a pressing concern (especially given James’s
grandfather, as monarch of Scotland, recognized the sovereign rule of the Gypsies less than a
century before).
Even though this alternative monarchy might be seen as treasonous, the masque tries to
recuperate it by using it as a foil for James’s sovereign power. In the masque, James is lauded as
a benevolent sovereign, who is imagined above all of his “neighbor kings.” Buckingham, as the
captain of the Gypsies, implores that James:

Be styled James the Just, and all
Their states dispose, their sons and daughters,
And for your fortune, you shone,
Among them all shall work your own
By peace, and not by human slaughters. (318-322)

While the existence of “Gypsy laws” in both England and Scotland attest to James’s sovereign
power being formed, at least partially, through state-sanctioned murder, the masque creates a
different narrative. The use of the phrase “human slaughter,” in a masque dominated by Gypsies,
likewise becomes an interesting evocation of biopolitics. If “human slaughter” is considered akin
to homicide, then the Egyptian Acts that legalized the killing of Romani people prevent those
punishments from being deemed a form of “human slaughter.”
The evocation of the “human slaughters” also resonates with a passage from Thomas
Dekker’s Lantern and Candlelight, a popular pamphlet from which Jonson seems to draw. In the
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passage, Gypsies are described as cooking animals as blood-thirsty “murders” and rituals rather
than a culinary practice:
Whosoeuer falles into their hands neuer escapes aliue, & so cruell they are in these murders, that
nothing can satisfie thē but the very heart bloud of those whom they kill. And who are they
(thinke you) that thus go to the pot? Alasse! Innocent Lambs, Shéep, Calues, Pigges, &c.
Poultrie-ware are more churlishly handled by them, thē poore prisoners are by kéepers in the
counter it'h Poultry. A goose comming amongst them learnes to be wise, that hee neuer wil be
Goose any more.

Though offering a seemingly proto-animal rights narrative, Dekker is concerned with Gypsies
slaughtering animals, and not the slaughtering of animals throughout England. At the same time,
the animals being killed are more humanized than the Gypsies doing the killing, a notion that is
solidified by Dekker’s use of “who” to describe the animal “prisoners.” Dekker, moreover,
describes Gypsies using vermin metaphors like “Egyptian lice” and “locusts.” Thus, The Gypsies
Metamorphos’d use of the phrase “human slaughter” raises the question: are Gypsies considered
“human” in King James’s kingdom?
According to Mbembe, “in the economy of biopower, the function of racism is to regulate
the distribution of death and to make possible the murderous functions of the state” (17). By
establishing his “benign” sovereignty in contrast to “slaughtering” Gypsies, James constructs
justification for the state-sanctioned murder of Romani people while simultaneously erasing this
violence from the narrative in the masque (which further aids the omission of this violence in the
early modern archive). Moreover, Dekker’s pamphlet also insists that there were early modern
regulations on “the distribution of death” by suggesting that the “slaughters” enacted by Gypsies
are unnatural and prohibited, sympathizing with animals that were also butchered by the English
for culinary reasons.
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IV.

As with the Ethiopes in the Masque of Blackness, Jonson places a great deal of importance on the
physiological difference of the Gypsies from the white English in The Gypsies Metamorphos’d.
Near the beginning of the masque, the Jackman sings:
Knacks we have that will delight you,
Slights of hand that will invite you
To endure our tawny faces,
And not cause you cut your laces. (119-122)
The Jackman, by imploring the audience to “endure our tawny faces,” starts a trend throughout
the masque of apologetically evoking the Gypsies’ complexions. The Jackman hopes that the
Gypsies’ entertaining performances will prevent the audience from “cut[ting] laces,” referring to
the act of fainting, or as the Windsor edition notes, “quit[ting their] places,” or leaving.
At first glance, the responses from the audience the Jackman anticipates in his song seem
to be due to sheer shock of encountering physiological difference or simply not wanting to be in
the presence of Gypsies, but the masque later makes it explicitly known that these responses are
due to a fear of contagion. When reading the palm of Katherine Manners (the Lady Marquess
Buckingham), the 3rd Gypsy remarks that she will “fall in love with a gypsy” (409). This refers
to the fact that her husband, Marquess Buckingham (later Duke of Buckingham in 1623), was
cast as the Jackman in the masque. The 3rd Gypsy states that “though he look yellow,” she will
not be racially tainted by this love:

And you are a soul so white and so chaste,
A table so smooth and so newly ‘rased,
As nothing called foul
Dare approach with a blot,
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Or any least spot,
But still you control,
Or make your own lot,
Preserving love pure, as it first was begot. (425-432)

This sentiment of white purity is echoed by Patrico, who tells the female rustics that the Gypsy
men will give them “no jaundice:” both of these statements view the physiological difference of
Gypsies as a contagious disease, and even though both instances are reassurances that there will
be no racial contamination, these moments still evoke the possibility of racial contagion, a
common anxiety of white English when it came to contact with Gypsies. 32 According to scholars
who work on humoral theory, the early modern notion of skin was that it was “porous and
volatile…with its faulty borders and penetrable stuff” (Paster 23). The masque rhetorically plays
with the technology of cosmetics, used to “blacken” the courtiers to transform them into Gypsies
the masque also notes how these actors, in playing Gypsy, are doubly painted. 33 That is, Gypsies
were already imagined to paint their skin “tawny,” “yellow,” or “black,” colorful descriptors that
were used interchangeably, often within the same text, to describe the physiological difference of
Gypsies from the white English.
It thus appears that Jonson borrows from previous pamphlets describing Gypsies and
their physical artifice, such as Thomas Dekker’s Lantern and Candlelight and Samuel Rid’s The
Art of Juggling. In his publication, Dekker portrays Romani as “a people more scattered than
Jews, and more hated: beggarly in apparel, barbarous in condition, beastly in behavior, and
bloody if they meet advantage.” Already, Dekker is connecting Romani people to animalistic and
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While my argument is focused on biopolitics and rhetoric of racial contagion, scholars have
done work on biopolitics and early modern plagues; See Gilman.
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violent “behavior,” as well as evoking rhetoric, like “scattering,” commonly associated with
portrayals of people of color.
Dekker immediately sets the stage to racially “other” these “moon men,” arguing, “A
man that sees them would sweare they have all the yellow Iawndis, or that they were Tawny
Moores bastardes, for no Red-oaker man caries a face of a more filthy complexion, yet are they
not borne so, neither has the Sunne burnt them so, but they are painted so, yet they are not good
painters neither: for they do not make faces, but marre faces.” This construction of brownness
speaks to a larger early modern discourse that tried to make sense of skin color differences. Early
modern English believed that brownness and blackness were caused by external forces like
sunburns, filthiness and soot, or paint. Notably, in the case of Gypsies, their racial difference is
often only imagined as artifice. This painting motif is also present in the ballad “The Brave
English Jipsey,” which contains the lines:
With Painters we can paint;
Our dye is not in vaine,
For we doe dye in graine:The
Walnut tree supplies our lacke,
what was made faire, we can
make black.
The ballad’s evocation of materials to construct the artificial complexion is repeated in Jonson’s
masque, in which the captain sings, “give us bacon, rinds of walnuts,/ shells of cockles, and of
small nuts” (115-16). Referring to the ballad’s boasts of cosmetic costuming, Sujata Iyengar
aptly asserts, “That their visible difference is assumed like a disguise makes it nonetheless real.
They ‘doe dye in graine’: the walnut juice that colors their face does not merely stain the surface
but penetrates deep inside. The ballad identifies the Gypsies with the natural, as if their bodies
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become part of the ‘graine’ of the ‘Walnut tree,’ and with the artificial ‘dye’ of ‘Painters’” (183).
Using this reading as a framework, the act of putting on Gypsy brownface becomes far more
insidious than the notion of fraudulent origins. The face paint becomes something like an
infection, threatening to change the race and nationality of the person donning it. In a period of
fluid identities and emerging hierarchical racial and national categories, the notion that cosmetics
can perhaps permanently change someone’s social and racial status could register not only as
frightening, but, due to severe English legislation against Romani bodies, deadly.
Dekker’s pamphlet, likewise, relates this constructed brownness to being either ill
(“hav[ing] all the yellow Jawndis,”) or “tawny moores bastardes.” The later refers to theories that
linked the figure of the Gypsy with Moors. Here, Dekker positions Gypsies, or what “others in
mockery call Moone-men,” as not only constructing their brownness, but also doing so poorly,
“for they do not make faces, but marre faces.” The concept of “mar[ring] faces” is an intriguing
one because it is figured as self-marring. To “marre” one’s own face is to both “ruin” it and
obstruct it from being seen. To Dekker, this “marring” is merely a tool to practice criminal
activity without risk of being caught, but I would like to push this notion of “marring” farther
and see it as something more than superficial disguise. If we are to think of this document as an
archival material speaking about the early modern Romani population, then we can safely
presume that these early modern notions of constructions of skin color are false, given that
Romani people are people of color and are not actively painting their skin to appropriate
brownness. Then, this concept of “marring” one’s own face, to obstruct others from seeing it
properly, becomes a site of societal transgression. To be brown, then, is to be “marred,” to not be
fully seen as human, and more importantly, this inability is imagined as a fault of the one bearing
the “marred face” rather than a fault of those viewing the “marred face.” This marring, then,
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becomes a signifier for the subaltern state of early modern Romani people within these
documents.
Of course, Dekker’s pamphlet was not the first text to paint Gypsies as “counterfeit.” In
George Abbot’s A briefe description of the whole worlde (1599), he notes:
Although this country of Egypt doth stand in the self-same climate that Mauritania doth, yet the
inhabitants there are not black, but rather dun, or tawny, of which color Cleopatra was observed
to be, who by enticement, so won the love of Julius Caesar and Antony. And of that colour do
those runagates (by devices make themselves to be) who go up and down the world under the
name of Egyptians, being indeed but counterfeits and the refuse of rascality of many nations. 34
Like Jonson’s masque, Abbot first evokes the classical Egyptian figure of Cleopatra, whose own
skin color was a point of contention in the early modern period. 35 Abbot proposes that though
Gypsies share this “dun, or tawny,” complexion, it is artificially constructed via “devices,” thus
making these “runagates” little more than “counterfeit” Egyptians.
Samuel Rid’s various publications on Gypsies also resonate with Jonson’s masque. In
The art of juggling or Legerdemaine (1612), Rid discusses the practice of “disguising” oneself as
an Egyptian:
it was then enacted that such fellows as took upon them the name of Egyptians, above the age of
fourteen, or that shall come over and be transported into England, or any other persons, and shall
be seen in the company of vagabonds, calling themselves Egyptians, or counterfeiting,
transforming, or disguising themselves by their apparel, speech, or other behaviors like unto
Egyptians, and so shall continue …they wander up and down in the name of Egyptians,
colouring their faces and fashioning their attire, and garment like unto them, yet if you ask what
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The most famous representation of a racialized Cleopatra in the early modern period is
Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra, in which Cleopatra is not only called “tawny” and “black,”
but also compared to a “Gipsy” numerous times due to their supposed shared Egyptian origins.
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they are, they dare no otherwise than say, they are Englishmen, and of such a shire, and so are
forced to say contrary to that they pretend (185-186).

Like Dekker and Abbot, Rid writes about the “vagabonds calling themselves Egyptians” who are
supposedly counterfeit. He describes them as “transforming, or disguising themselves by their
apparel,” and he suggests that clothing and body paint are the most important signifiers of these
Egyptians. Rid claims that Gypsies “colour their faces and fashion their attire, and garment like
unto [Egyptians],” marking clothing as a site of racialization. Unlike Dekker and Abbot,
however, Rid does not merely engage with the physical descriptions of early modern Gypsies.
Instead, he claims that Gypsies “transform” their “speech, or other behaviors” to mirror
“Egyptians,” implying that this performance is not a superficial one. Similarly, the changing of
behavior suggests that the counterfeit Gypsy contagion can somehow turn good English subjects
into criminal, brown Gypsies.
Rid tries to diminish anxieties of racial contagion by suggesting that “yet if you ask what
they are, they dare no otherwise than say, they are Englishmen.” This, however, does not tackle
the overarching question of racial difference. Scholars such as Iyengar and de Sousa have noted
that part of the anxiety of national and racial difference between Englishmen and Romani people
lies in the fact that many Romani people were born in England, and thus they were English
nationals. If there are generations of English-born Romani people, then what are the possibilities
of these people identifying both as “Egyptian,” or Romani, and English? Likewise, Rid positions
English national identity as “contrary” to Egyptian, or Gypsy, identity. In this case, early modern
Romani people, born in England or not, can never be perceived as truly “English” on account of
their racial difference. Of course, it should be noted that Rid’s pseudo-anthropological take on
Gypsies is heavily plagiarized from the popular Discovery of Witchcraft by Reginald Scot, which
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served as a sort of case study on early modern witchcraft and demonology. 36 Thus, early modern
Romani people are not only perceived through this lens as racially different from Englishmen,
but as inherently supernatural, a notion that is supported through the stereotype of Gypsies as
witches and fortune-tellers.
In The Interpreter (1607), John Cowell aims to categorize many groups considered
racially different, including “Egyptians”:
Egyptians (Egyptiani) are in our statues and laws of England, counterfeit kind of rogues,
that being English or Welsh people, accompany themselves together, disguising themselves in
strange robes, blacking their faces and bodies, and framing to themselves an unknown language,
wander up and down, and under pretence of telling of fortunes, curing diseases, and such like,
abuse the ignorant common people, by stealing all that is not too hot or too heavy for their
carriage…these are very like to those, whom the Italians call Cingari, of whom Franciscus Leo,
in his records of the ecclesiastical court (first part, chapter 13), thus writeth: Gypsies are people,
who, from a corrupt word, since they are also called Saracens, wander throughout Italy by
permission of princes and other lords, yet never pass through lands of the infidels- much less do
they know of Mahomet: But they are almost all Italians, and they live wickedly by theft, crooked
commerce, and trickery, by which means they commit the greatest crimes, and they are baptized
[as Christians]” (282).
Cowell frames Gypsies as a “counterfeit kind of rogues, that being English or Welsh people,”
band together to perform this fraudulent Gypsy identity. As in Rid’s description, these Egyptians
are said to be “framing to themselves an unknown language” and to “wander up and down.”
Cowell then remarks on their perceived occupations, noting that these people tell fortunes, cure
diseases, and “abuse the ignorant common people, by stealing all that is not too hot or too heavy
for their carriage.” Notably, Cowell is convinced the Gypsies are just “English or Welsh people”
in disguise, yet he continues to paint their actions as specifically racialized, as outside of the
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common, accepted cultural practices of English and Welsh people. Despite an insistence that this
group is not authentically Egyptian, they nonetheless are rhetorically treated as existing outside
the realm of whiteness. Cowell makes a peculiar comparison between these “counterfeit kind of
rogues” and Italian Romani people. Similar to English descriptions of counterfeit Gypsies, the
“cingari” are said to be “almost all Italians,” though this does not necessarily mean that Italians,
like early modern English, believed Romani people put on cosmetics to “blacken” their faces or
bodies. Instead, this could imply that Italians, too, were concerned about the questions of racial
difference and national identity when it came to their Italian-born Romani population.
As with these various materials on Gypsies, Jonson alludes to the possibility of Gypsies
being merely English, a trope that frames the uniquely public racial transformation that takes
place at the end of the masque. In the masque, the Gypsies, played by various members of the
court, are not just turned white, but are deemed “gentlemen.” Noting the Gypsies’ racial
conversion Patrico says:

The gypsies were here
Like lords to appear,
With such their attenders
As you thought offenders,
Who now become new men,
You’ll know ‘em for true men (1171-76).

While the conversion of the Gypsies serves Buckingham’s purpose of redemption in the eyes of
the court, the racial transformation is intrinsically tied to notions of counterfeit skin color and
racial contagion that plagued the public imagination about the diasporic population. Notably, this
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racial transformation, and by proxy accepted English citizenship, was not accessible to Romani
people, a fact the masque even remarks on in its epilogue when the captain states, “we are
gypsies of no common kind, sir” (1380). Thus, the masque is aware of the exceptionalism of the
courtier gypsies, who are essentially white Englishmen playing brown Gypsies who are actually
white Englishmen. This cosmetic doubling is also noted by Jonson in the epilogue when he
describes the technology of the transformation, deeming it not supernatural but the use of soap
and water:
But lest it prove like wonder to the sight
To see a gypsy, as an Ethiop, white,
Know that what dyed our faces was an ointment
Made and laid on by Master Wolf’s appointment,
The court lycanthropos, yet without spells,
By a mere barber, and no magic else.
It was fetched off with water and a ball,
And to our transformation this is all (1385-92).

The cosmetics which “transformed” the courtiers into Gypsies is described as an ointment made
by “Master Wolf,” or Johann Wolfgang Rumler, the king’s apothecary. The mention of
“lycanthropos” refers to “lycanthropy,” the belief that someone, through witchcraft, can
transform into a wolf, or, according to Reginald Scot in The Discoverie of Witchcraft, a “disease,
and not a transformation,” in which a patient imagines that they are becoming a wolf. As a
transformation, the reference to lycanthropy mirrors the Gypsies’ transformation from black to
white. But as a disease, the metamorphosis coded as “lycanthropos” takes on biopolitical
implications of contagion, in which the Gypsies’ imagined counterfeit complexion is akin to a
virus that, like lycanthropy, can affect the patient’s behavior, making them more beast than man.
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The animalistic implications also echo previous literature on Gypsies, like Dekker, that compares
their behavior and customs to predatory animals and vermin alike. Continuing the notion that the
masque’s Gypsies are not “common,” the use of “ointment” strays from traditional mythologies
of Gypsy skin color, which was imagined to be produced by more natural ingredients like soot,
bacon fat, and walnuts. Thus, even the method of converting Gypsies into white English citizens
is distinctly different.
This racial transformation is starkly juxtaposed with the realities of sovereign biopower
and state-sanctioned murder employed by King James. In producing a masque in which criminal
Gypsies are made white by the benevolence of the king (who, by proxy of his apothecary and
barber, also helped to materially transform the courtier Gypsies into brown and then white
again), the court seeks to mobilize the narrative in the Masque of Blackness, that of the
benevolent sovereign who would rather convert Gypsies than kill them.
This narrative of the benevolent sovereign is not only contingent on the erasure of state
violence, but also on the justification of that violence in the name of peace and civility. In his
engagement with Arendt’s Origins of Totalitarianism, Mbembe claims that, “in the eyes of the
conqueror, savage life is just another form of animal life…what makes the savages different
from other human beings is less the color of their skin than the fear that they behave like a part of
nature…the savages are, as it were, ‘natural’ human beings who lack specifically human
character, the human reality” (24). This dehumanization, according to Arendt, makes it “so that
when European men massacred them they somehow were not aware that they committed
murder” (192). Through cultural materials as well as legislation, Gypsies were set up to bear the
status of “savage” in England’s pursuit of civility, making their deaths not quite “human
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slaughters,” but regulatory acts to “strengthen [England’s] potential to life and security”
(Mbembe 18).
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V. Hyper-reproductive narratives and Gypsy Women

Figure IV. “Camping Place of the Gypsies: The Preparation of the Feast”
Artist: Jacques Callot, French, 1592-1635
When I started doing archive work at the British Museum’s Drawings and Prints department, I
did not intend to attend to this print. In fact, I did not know it existed. I called up another Jacques
Callot print (for he had many on Gypsies), and found the Gypsy Camp image bound in a
collection of his prints. The scene laid out was so chaotic, with no clear focal point to draw the
eye. I almost missed her.
Against the tree in the background of the print, a Gypsy woman gives birth. She is
accompanied by other women to her side, and a midwife between her legs. An older child
watches and, although these figures attend to her, the rest of the bustling Gypsy camp ignores the
scene, as if it were commonplace for her to give birth in the middle of the camp. Gypsy children
are left unattended throughout the camp, scattered throughout the woods, near firepits, in trees,
killing chickens.
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Something about this image, holistically, made my stomach hurt with unnamable
apprehension. I was so used to attending to busy prints of Gypsy camps, drawings and etchings
of Gypsies in bustling market places, or landscape paintings with Gypsies in the background,
faceless, still like the plants that surrounded them. This image was different. I felt it at the pit of
my gut.
While the description presented by the Art Institute of Chicago describes the Gypsies in
Callot’s print as “a motley crew of disheveled itinerants,” my description is less precious: These
are a feral people. 37And that description maps out onto the stereotypes about Roma I grew up
with, the stereotypes that I attend to in the early modern archive. I am uncivilized. I am not
human. I am an animal. And like an animal, I will give birth in the woods, against the tree, with
little comfort or care. I am a Roma woman, and I grew up in a world that sees my fertility as a
problem. I exist in a world in which my womb is a threat to the Nation State.
These depictions are almost always mediated—and have far more to do with the
imaginary than the real. There is likely no consent, collaboration, or even Romani models. While
there were “rumors” that Jacques Callot lived with Gypsies, this narrative is a part of the
bohemian, feral fantasy that helped make prints like this commercially viable. And this print, like
many of Jacques Callot’s Gypsy prints, were incredibly popular, feeding into and expanding on a
European obsession with Gypsies that encompassed their imagined itinerancy, outlandishness,
and hyper-reproductivity.
In Europe, ethno-nationalist movements are using Roma reproductivity as a site of their
political grievances. The Hungarian Mi Hazánk manifesto states, “It has to be declared that the
integration of Gypsies, as old immigrants, has not been successful and their baby booming
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threatens the national budget…Limiting childbearing for only subsistence purposes is of key
importance to the future of Hungary.” 38
The United Nations, referring to Article 2 of the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (1948), has defined genocide as not only “killing
members” of a “a national, ethnical, racial or religious group” but also “imposing measures
intended to prevent births within the group; [and] forcibly transferring children of the group to
another group.”39 These measures have historically been a part of Romani oppression, and
continue to affect Romani women’s lives in our contemporary moment. Women of color in the
US, particularly Black and Indigenous women, have been subjected to similar treatments in
hospitals, in prisons, and through state-run Eugenics programs.
But, this ideology is not a distinctly contemporary issue. Stereotypes of Gypsy hyperreproductivity are commonplace within the early modern archive, not just affecting continental
representations of Gypsies, but shaping the English law. English expulsion laws targeting
Romani people in the 16th and 17th century did not make exceptions for Romani people who were
born in England, which would make them citizens under Jus Soli, or “rights of soil,” established
in English common law. Concerns, then, of Romani reproductivity were predominantly
motivated by creating and maintaining a notion of a white English citizen.
While myths of Romani people “painting” and “dying” their skin brown (stereotypes that
attempted to denaturalize brownness) continued to be commonplace, anxieties about Romani
women’s reproduction still prevailed. No matter if this racial difference was seen as an artifice,
the fear that these “counterfeit Egyptians” were reproducing became a conflicting narrative
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against the idea that this contagion spread to white Englishmen. Popular writing on Gypsies in
England, like Thomas Dekker’s Lantern and Candlelight (1608), repurposed and rendered
Romani bodies as “vermin” (219). Romani people are thus coded as “Egyptian lice swarming,”
“Egyptian locusts,” and “Caterpillars of the Commonwealth,” beings that only mass consumed
and reproduced monstrously (136, 203, 180).
This concern over Romani women’s rapid reproduction is not only iterated by Thomas
Dekker, when he states “these vagabonds have their harlots with a number of little children
following at their heels,” but was also a motif in early modern art (qtd. in Burton and Loomba
170). In Paul Bril’s Fantastic Landscape (1598), a Gypsy woman is portrayed as having a child
on her side, and an infant carried in a harness around her torso. This imagery is also portrayed
through an exoticized lens in Dekker’s writing, stating that the children, or
young brood of beggars, are sometimes carried (like so many green geese alive to
a market) in pairs of panieres, or in dossers like fresh-fish from Rye ye comes on
horseback, (if they be but infants.) But if they can straddle once, then as well the
she-rogues as the he-rogues are horst, seven or eight upon one aide, strongly
pinioned, and strangely tied together. (244)

In Bril’s painting, the viewer sees a Gypsy woman with her children, front and center, while
remnants of Roman pillars are shadowed in the margins, representing the civilization that the
seemingly-benign Gypsy woman, and her womb, threaten. The Gypsy woman walks towards the
forest hinted at through twisting, wild trees in the opposite margins. She, like many other visual
representations of Gypsies, is portrayed as being a fixture of the natural landscape, another flora
or fauna, and yet treated as an invasive species.
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Figure V. Paul Bril’s Fantastic Landscape (1598).
These anxieties over the reproductive nature of brown and Black women’s bodies in the
early modern period are not solely focused on Romani women. In her book Laboring Women
(2004), Jennifer Morgan describes a paradoxical concern over African women’s hyperreproduction and lack of reproduction during the Atlantic slave trade.40 Myths of Black women
not feeling pain during child labor enabled practices of treating Black women as broodmares for
white capital. Rhetoric around Irish women, likewise, featured particular attention to their hyper-
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reproductivity and contagious breast milk, said to turn English babies Irish. 41 Like many nonwhite women in the early modern period, including Romani women, this vilification of hyper
and non-normative reproductivity is also paired with imagery of hyper-sexualization by white
Europeans.

This early modern preoccupation with Romani women’s rapid reproductivity is a legacy
that continues into the present day in detrimental ways. The concerns over the “Gypsy plague” a
la both Dekker and “the Brave English Gypsy” ballad was a rhetoric used in the 1938 Nazi
decree “combating the Gypsy Plague.” Romani women in the Czech Republic continue to face
the threat of forced sterilization in public hospitals. Efforts to combat these genocidal measures
have been met with accusations of lying, with the 2006 UN representative of the Czech
Republic, Čestmír Sajda, exclaiming that Roma women, “exaggerate in all cases,” despite Czech
Ombudsman, Otakar Motejl, claiming there was clear racial discrimination when it came to these
sterilizations.
Likewise, while we fight for our right to safe, legal abortions and other gynecological
procedures, we must remember, as Deirdre Cooper Owens attends to in Medical Bondage: Race,
Gender and the Origins of American Gynecology (2017), that these practices were founded at the
expense of enslaved Black women, who were used as test subjects by the “Father of
Gynecology,” J. Marion Sims.
Responding to anxieties of Roma women’s reproductivity, in particular, queer Roma
feminist performance artist Miheala Dragan created “the pregnancy rap,” a piece that revels in
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the fears of Roma citizenship, hyper-reproductivity, and anchor babies. Here, the anchor baby is
located as a protective measure, allowing the Roma woman to stay in Germany so that she may
thrive. Dragan subverts the notion of hyper-reproductivity, using it as a tool to demolish white
supremacist patriarchy, as a way to quite literally “fuck [their] system.”
As well, in Suzan-Lori Park’s In The Blood (1999), we see a Black woman, Hester, the
“welfare queen” of white America’s fears and fantasies, torn apart by the forced sterilization of a
hysterectomy forced upon her by the Welfare agent and the Doctor representing a health
agency. 42 At the end of the play, Hester exclaims that she wishes she had many more children, a
“whole army” of “Bad Bastards” (1.647-8). If the objective is genocide, then the very act of
reproduction is a radical act of resistance. But, in Parks’ play as in history, Hester’s body was
mutilated for the nation, her reproductive organs removed for white wellbeing.
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VI.
When considering the legal and literary treatment of Romani people in early modern
England, it is difficult not to make connections to the treatment of Romani people in
contemporary Europe. The narratives of “counterfeit” complexions faded after the 17 th century,
but the corporal punishments of Gypsies, that sought to racially mark and make witness, echo the
branding of Romani bodies in concentration camps. Unlike early modern Romani, though, Roma
and Sinti in these camps were tattooed with a “Z” for “Zigeuner,” a word that comes from the
Greek word for untouchable, “Tsingánoi,” which also meant “slave” in many parts of Eastern
Europe. Though the word is recognized as having a negative history in Europe, it is often used to
describe a “lazy, dodgy, or disorderly” individual. Like the early modern writers I’ve written
about at length in this essay, Nazi researchers were obsessed and perplexed by the origins of the
Roma. By the 20th century, the myth of an Egyptian origin had been replaced with the truth: that
Romani people originated in North India. Likewise, the idea of the “counterfeit” Gypsy, though
only a popular notion in England and not in continental Europe, died out by the 18 th century,
being replaced by emerging pseudo-biological concepts of race that often conflated Romani
people with black Africans. Nazis, too, sought to racially categorize Roma and Sinti, but were
bothered by the notion that people they perceived as racially inferior could belong to the
fetishized “Aryan race.” Thus, the Nazis hypothesized that Romani people were somehow
tainted Aryans, hence their brown skin and supposed criminal culture.
In the summer of 2016, I had the chance to go to England to work in the archives
for my scholarship on early modern Gypsies. I arrived in London the day the United Kingdom
was voting for the EU referendum, better known as Brexit. Having kept up with the news, I knew
that some of the conservative arguments in favor of Brexit cited “Gypsies,” or Roma (largely
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from Romania), as a source of their anxiety about continental Europeans. I jokingly told friends
and family that I was the straw that broke the camel’s back, being one more Gypsy entering
England’s borders, but for the entirety of my trip, the questions of citizenship and national
identity that Brexit posed haunted my project. Specifically, who gets to be a citizen in England,
early modern or otherwise?
Despite some scholars protesting that race in early modern England is vastly different
from our contemporary understandings of race, these parallel ethnonationalist events share
startling similarities when it comes to the treatment of and rhetoric surrounding groups that are
deemed a threat to a distinctly British white national project. In recent years, many European
nations have adopted policies on Roma that seek to segregate the ethnic group from the white
population. White nationalist groups, such as the Jobbik nationalist party in Hungary and the
Dawn National Coalition in the Czech Republic, have run campaigns using adamant hate speech
against Romani people, painting them as thieves, criminals, and parasites of the state. My goal
in highlighting the similarities in rhetoric between early modern England and contemporary
European policies on Roma is not just to take an activist stance on Romani rights (a position that
many non-Romani scholars of Romani studies seem to suspiciously vilify or distance themselves
from), but also to illuminate understandings of early modern conceptions of citizenship with
increasingly heterogenous ethnic and racial demographics. These national projects, early
modern or otherwise, while rhetorically conceived of as a protection of the majority population
from dangerous and parasitic outsiders, use this fantasy of contagion, the monstrous threat to the
nation’s borders, to create a solidified and identifiable category of whiteness. These imagined
threats, once located in the diasporic Gypsy population, give shadows real shape, real (and
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imagined) flesh, and make them addressable, a living and breathing foil with which England can
paint its own constructed and counterfeit whiteness.
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CHAPTER TWO
Othello’s Gypsy Handkerchief
“I exist in between, now: between being killed and being un-dead; between life on Earth and life
beyond it; between all time, which has no beginning and no end, and all space which is both a
seedling as well as the sun it yearns for.” Toni Morrison’s Desdemona.

Othello’s absent women of color haunt me. 43 44These women, Othello’s mother and the
Egyptian charmer, shape the play and its titular character, conjuring the alchemy that transforms
a seemingly simple piece of cloth into the infamous handkerchief on which the play turns.
Evoked through Othello’s speeches, these women, while ghostly apparitions, are the unseen
catalysts of the play’s tragic plot. In her play Desdemona, Toni Morrison expands on the
character Desdemona and reimagines her mother’s maid Barbara as Barbary, an African maid
who cared for Desdemona as a child. With her band of African maids, Desdemona has a chance
to speak from the dead, claiming to “exist in between, now: between being killed and being undead; between life on Earth and life beyond it; between all time, which has no beginning and no
end, and all space which is both a seedling as well as the sun it yearns for.” This “in between”
space Morrison creates seems fitting for the absent women on whom I am focused. While I call
them “absent,” Othello’s evocation of these women charges the handkerchief with a distinctly
All quotations of Shakespeare’s Othello from Othello: Texts and Context, ed. Kim Hall
(Bedford, 2006).
44
For the purpose of this paper I am using the modern terms of “people of color” and more
specifically, “women of color.” While these terms may be considered presentist or anachronistic
when discussing early modern race, they also do not center whiteness like other terms, such as
“non-white” or “non-European”, do. The term “racialized,” likewise, is problematic when used
to distinguish people of color from white people, because it incorrectly assumes that whiteness is
not a form of racialization.
43
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orientalist and mystical element, making it more talisman than gift. Without these women, the
plot of the play collapses, as the handkerchief then becomes just a simple, and forgettable, piece
of fabric. Yet, this mobilization is perhaps only possible in the omission of these women on the
stage, a notion which causes me to ask: Where are these women and what are they doing within
this “in between”?
The nature of Othello’s handkerchief has been widely debated, with early modern
scholars taking up both the object’s symbolic and material meanings. Ian Smith’s
groundbreaking article, “Othello’s Black Handkerchief,” argues that though early modern
cultural materialists have established that objects constitute subjects in the period, the “black”
handkerchief in Othello “covers and masks the body beneath; its primary function is to
materialize the imagined and absent real black subject and to give it meaning.” 45 That is, black
cloth was used to portray the blackness of racialized bodies on the early modern stage, masking
their subjectivity in the process. While this line of scholarship accounts for how characters who
are present on the stage, like Othello, are racialized through materials like clothing, I will attend
to how the handkerchief acts as a stand in for the absent women of color evoked throughout the
play, especially the Egyptian charmer. Of course, my purpose is not to assert that the
handkerchief’s association with Gypsies is the determined true meaning of the handkerchief, but
to offer the often-neglected Gypsy associations as an inherent trait of the handkerchief that
mobilizes how characters interact with the prop in the play.
I read the Egyptian “charmer,” or “sibyl,” as a Gypsy figure because of the inherent early
modern association of Gypsies to Egypt. When Romani people, an ethnic group originally from
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North India, first arrived to England in the late 15 th century, they were mistakenly labeled as
“Egyptian,” both in legislation and through literary references. The exonym “Gypsy,” an
abbreviation of Egyptian, shortly followed and became common use in early modern England.
This, of course, did not stop early modern writers from continuing the Egyptian association by
describing classical Egyptian figures, like Cleopatra, as Gypsies. 46 Gypsies, likewise, were
strongly associated with magic and witchcraft in early modern England. Specifically, Gypsies
were associated with the practices of necromancy and fortune-telling, usually through palmistry. i
The Egyptian charmer, thus, would be recognizable as a Gypsy figure to an early modern
audience through her strong connection to magic. In addition to Gypsies being considered
Egyptian and having associations with early modern notions of magic, they were also signified
by their “outlandish” costumes, including a strong emphasis on scarves.
While Gypsies were continuously categorized as non-white and thus non-European in
early modern English culture and literature, because their diasporic tradition brings them within
the borders of England, they are also seen as a domestic threat. This simultaneous domestic-andforeign nature of Gypsies is reproduced in the handkerchief; as Natasha Korda notes, “the
associative threads used to describe the handkerchief…would seem to pull in two directions: one
toward the familiar and domestic, the other toward the exoticizing and strange.” 47 As with
Gypsies, the domestic qualities of the handkerchief do little to alleviate the threat of its exotic
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qualities. In fact, the paradoxical mixture of domestic and foreign seems only to exacerbate the
strangeness of the handkerchief, speaking to the ever-present fear of invasive, migrating groups
of people of color, like Gypsies, who even after a century of calling England their home were
still treated as forever foreign. This anxiety of proximity to people of color, likewise, is mirrored
in the rhetoric about Othello, who is also a foreign body within a European domestic space.
The anxiety of an imagined “invasive” group living within England’s borders caused
Gypsies to be the target of obsessive writing about their racial difference, particularly around
their skin color. The emerging rumors of “counterfeit Gypsies,” said to be white Englishmen
and Englishwomen who paint their bodies “tawny” through materials like walnuts, bacon fat, and
soot, produced fear over possible racial transmutation in early modern England, with the
Elizabethan Statute of 1597-98 calling for the punishment of “false Egyptians”, who are
described as “all tynkers wandering abrouade, and all p’sons, not being felons, wandering and
p’tending to be Egipcians or wandering in habbite, forme or attyre of counterfayte Egipcians.” 48
\
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Stanford Lehmberg, The Reformation Parliament 1529-1536, (Cambridge University Press,
1970).
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II. Gypsies, Race, and Clothing

Before moving into my readings of Othello’s handkerchief, a brief history on the
representations of Gypsies and clothing through literary and visual culture is paramount to
understanding the racialization of Gypsies in the period, as well as an early modern audience’s
context for the Egyptian Charmer. While the notion of body painting often takes precedent in
scholarship on early modern Gypsies, the inclusion of “attire” in early modern statutes against
the presence of Gypsies also becomes a site of racialization, with clothing being used to both
reflect and produce early modern notions of race on the stage, in print culture, and in legislation.
In Thomas Middleton and Thomas Dekker’s The Spanish Gypsy, the counterfeit Gypsy troop,
refusing to “umber” their skin with “soot” (2.1.7), instead rely on clothing to mark themselves as
“Gypsies.”
Clothing is one of the distinguishing markers of identifying Gypsies in Thomas Dekker’s
Lantern and Candlelight (1608), an early modern pamphlet concerning England’s influx of
Romani people. Dekker writes, “their apparel is odd, and fantastic, though it be never so full of
rents: the men wear scarves of calico, or any other base stuff, hanging their bodies like moorish
dancers, with bells & other toys, to entice the country people to flock about them, and to wonder
their fooleries or rather rank knaveries. The women as ridiculously attire themselves, and (like
one that plays the rogue on stage) wear rags, and patched filthy mantles uppermost, when the
undergarments are handsome and in fashion.”49 Dekker’s attention to the “odd” and “fantastic”
clothes worn by Gypsies echoes painted depictions, which stressed a material exotic otherness of
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Thomas Dekker, Lantern and Candlelight, 1609.
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the figure of the Gypsy through similar signifiers. Dekker recounts Romani women’s clothes, in
particular their “undergarments.” Though the women are wearing “rags” and “patched filthy
mantles” as outerwear, their underwear, which is described as “handsome and in fashion,”
contrasts these visible signs of poverty. In her study of early modern cross-class dressing,
Christine Varholy claims that prostitutes often used “opulent clothing,” especially
undergarments, which “could enhance the possibilities of erotic role-play.”50 Dekker’s stress on
Gypsy women’s “in fashion” undergarments hints that Gypsy women are or are likened to
prostitutes, with their undergarments being an indicator for not only cross-class transgression,
but also a cross-racial transgression when such fine garments are contrasted to “rags and filthy
patched mantels.” These “filthy patched mantels” also evoke an ongoing comparison of Gypsies
to the “wild Irish,” with mantels being a strong signifier for nomadism, due to early modern
English claims that the itinerate Irish would use their mantels to sleep on the ground.51
In The Masque of Gypsies (1621), Ben Jonson’s most popular masque, the Gypsies sing
about their ragged clothing: “Be not frighted with our fashion/ Though we may seem a tatter’d
nation;/ We account our rags our riches,/ so our tricks exceed our stitches.” In the staging of
Gypsies, scarves, along with the use of body painting, are used to transform the courtier-actors
into Gypsies. While these representations mostly reference scarves in connection to Gypsies,
scarves and handkerchiefs seem to be intrinsically linked in the early modern period. Both
scarves and handkerchiefs are broadly defined in the period as being a “broad band of material”

Christine Varholy, “‘Rich like a Lady’: Cross-Class Dressing in the Brothels and Theaters of
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(often made of silk) that was worn around the neck or head. 52 In both Jonson’s Masque of
Gypsies and Dekker’s Lantern and Candlelight, Gypsy children are described as being grouped
together and tied up in scarves. 53

Figure VI. Musicians and Drinkers (1625) by Valentin de Boulogne.

52

See the Oxford English Dictionary definitions for Scarf and Handkerchief.

In Dekker’s Lantern and Candlelight, he writes “young brood of beggers , are sometimes
caried (like so many gréene geese aliue to a market) in payres of panieres, or in dossers like
fresh-fish from Rye ye comes on horsebacke, (if they be but infants.) But if they can stradle
once, then aswell the shee-roagues as the hee-roagues are horst, seauen or eight vpon one iade,
strong∣ly pineond, and strangely tyed together.” In Jonson’s Gypsies, he borrows from Dekker to
describe Gypsy children being tied together by scarves on top of a horse.
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Clothing, likewise, is used as a signifier of exotic otherness for Gypsies, particularly
Gypsy women, in visual representations. 16th-and-17th century costume books often focused on
Gypsy women, detailing their fantastic and colorful clothing. Early modern paintings of Gypsies
also put an emphasis on their foreign-looking apparel. A French painting, titled Musicians and
Drinkers (1625) by Valentin de Boulogne, portrays a young Gypsy woman congregating with
two white European male musicians and a white woman. 54 Her dark complexion stands in stark
contrast to the other figures in the portrait, and unlike the white European figures, she is draped
in a bright red cloth and is adorned with an equally vivid red necklace. Compared to the demurecolored clothing worn by her white companions, the Gypsy woman’s clothes, along with her
dark skin, mark her as an exotic other. 55
Other early modern paintings depict the figure of the Gypsy woman as wanton and freespirited via markers of material otherness, rendering the Gypsy woman as a direct contrast to the
ideal of the early modern English woman. Many of these depictions focus on a young and darkskinned woman fortune telling, an act that not only carried connotations of esoteric and exotic
wisdom, but also was associated with trickery, thievery, and hypersexuality.
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Though there is no art criticism outright labeling this figure a Gypsy (despite many art
repositories cataloguing her as such), I would like to note that the woman in this painting is
portrayed in a remarkably similar fashion to Boulogne’s other Gypsy women in his paintings of
fortunetellers, with the red, draped cloth and white headscarf serving as material signifiers.
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This painting and others like it were predominately produced by continental European artists,
but continental representations of Gypsies proved to be very influential in constructing English
notions and representations of Gypsies, with visual images and literary works like Caravaggio’s
and Cervantes’ providing the background information for English literary texts.
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Figure VII. The Fortune Teller (1617) by Simon Vouet (Galleria Nazionale – Parma)

One such painting titled The Fortune Teller, by Baroque French artist Simon Vouet,
portrays a young Gypsy woman reading the palm of a white European man who is captivated by
her, while a much older Gypsy woman picks his pocket. In the painting both the young and the
elderly women have visibly brown skin that contrasts with the European man between them.
They are both dressed in an exotic manner, wearing white headscarves and, in the case of the
young woman, enrobed in vivid red fabric. This motif of the Gypsy fortune teller was repeated
multiple times by early modern painters, the most notable being Caravaggio. Of course, this
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cultural obsession wasn’t limited to visual art, with early modern playwrights like Dekker,
Jonson, and Shakespeare providing their own take on the popular stereotype.
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III. Othello’s Handkerchief

Previous work on Othello also positioned the handkerchief in relation to Desdemona’s body, so
much so that many likened the imagined whiteness of the handkerchief, paired with the
embroidered strawberries, to Desdemona’s Petrarchan fairness. 56 While these readings add an
interesting perspective to Desdemona’s relationship to the prop, the handkerchief is produced
neither by nor for Desdemona. Instead it is, per Othello’s speech, created by an Egyptian sibyl
and given to Othello’s mother. As both of them are nonwhite women, they cannot possess the
physical qualities of a Petrarchan beloved. Some scholarly work, similarly, goes as far as to
associate the handkerchief exclusively with Desdemona’s body. In her work on Othello, Susan
Frye argues that the play “violently conflate[s] women with cloth until they are perceived as
cloth—cloth that is simultaneously metaphor and stage property, a representation and material
embodiment of the female characters’ suspected infidelity. This symbolic reconfiguration of
women’s everyday agency and identity enables a radical reduction of representation that in turn
allows the plays to gain symbolic access to their staged bodies.” 57 Although Frye’s observation
aligns with my reading of the handkerchief in relation to the women of color in the play, her
attention is solely focused on Desdemona. While Desdemona’s actions from act 3 through the
rest of the play are seen in relation to the handkerchief, this conflation is made possible through
the handkerchief’s existing associations with the Gypsy charmer.
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This trend in scholarship concerning the handkerchief places a strong emphasis in reading
the handkerchief as an object of white, English femininity. Those readings are limited and
obscure the fact that the handkerchief in Othello is notable in its foreignness as well as having
associations with the domestic sphere. The handkerchief is Desdemona’s first gift from Othello
in his attempt to court her and is accompanied by two different origin stories that locate the
production of the handkerchief outside of the European domestic sphere. While the handkerchief
is associated with the feminine, through the Egyptian charmer and Othello’s mother, this foreign
femininity is not simply synonymous with an English femininity that is entrenched in a white
English national project.
While Othello cites two conflicting origin stories for the handkerchief, I focus on the
Egyptian charmer origins for multiple reasons. First, the story of the handkerchief coming from
Othello’s father is told only to Iago, Emilia and Gratiano; The Egyptian charmer origin story,
however, is reserved for Desdemona, who has the most interaction with the handkerchief and
whose fate is ultimately sealed by it. Othello’s own attention to the handkerchief begins in act 3,
once the handkerchief is revealed to be missing. Only after Iago gives the handkerchief
significance in the play by involving the cloth in his suggestions of Desdemona’s infidelity does
Othello weave an elaborate origin story, claiming that the handkerchief was a gift from an
Egyptian charmer, who gave the item to Othello’s mother:
That handkerchief
Did an Egyptian to my mother give;
She was a charmer, and could almost read
The thoughts of people…
A sibyl, that had number'd in the world
The sun to course two hundred compasses,
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In her prophetic fury sew'd the work;
The worms were hallow'd that did breed the silk;
And it was dyed in mummy which the skilful
Conserved of maidens' hearts. (3.4.51-71)

Here, Othello lays down the groundwork for imagining the handkerchief as an amulet, elevating
the handkerchief beyond its practical uses. Notably when the handkerchief is first introduced by
Desdemona, she is unaware of its supposed magical qualities. Instead, she tries to use it to
alleviate Othello’s headache before losing it. The handkerchief moves from object to thing once
Othello elaborates on the handkerchief’s origins, which he neglects to do when he first gives the
handkerchief to Desdemona before the events of the play. While the elaborate and oriental
Egyptian origin story is problematic due to the conflicting counter-origin story Othello creates
later in the play, by bestowing more importance on the handkerchief, Othello begins conceiving
of the handkerchief as scriptive thing, and in doing so asks Desdemona and the audience to do so
as well. Robin Bernstein’s Racial Innocence makes a new theoretical contribution to thing
theory, with its concept of the “scriptive thing.” Bernstein defines the “scriptive thing” as, “an
item of material culture that prompts meaningful bodily behaviors. The set of prompts that a
thing issues is not the same as a performance because the individuals commonly resist, revise, or
ignore instructions. In other words, the set of prompts does not reveal a performance, but it does
reveal a script for a performance.” Bernstein continues by describing that in the wake of absent
evidence or narratives, “that script is itself a historical artifact. Examination of that artifact can
produce new knowledge about the past.”58
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While close readings of the handkerchief’s description can speak to material and
domestic meanings for an early modern English audience, the handkerchief would be nothing but
cloth without the women of color from the origin stories who accompany the object (and, if
Othello is to be believed, the handkerchief would not exist at all without these women). The
handkerchief in Othello acts as a scriptive artifact for the Egyptian charmer; As a Gypsy figure,
the Egyptian charmer not only imbues her mystical essence into the handkerchief to make it a
potentially cursed object, but she also invites the audience to think about the handkerchief as an
item of Gypsy clothing.
Desdemona’s association with the handkerchief, thus, has less to do with domestic textile
production or English notions of chaste femininity than it does with the possible racial
transgressions involved with her owning and using the handkerchief. Like early modern
characters who have explicitly “played Gypsy” by donning their exotic clothing, Desdemona is
also at risk of taking on the perceived characteristics of Gypsies, namely their sexual
promiscuity. In fact, in addition to being a term for Romani people, “Gypsy” was also used an
insult leveled at white women who were seen as promiscuous.59 The play already hints at
Desdemona’s racial transgressions through her proximity to Othello, both through their romantic
relationship and through the early modern stage directions. Desdemona’s white flesh is imagined
to be a tainted by Othello’s blackness, an image that was reproduced on the stage through the use
of blackface cosmetics. Likewise, Desdemona as becoming blackened through her supposed
infidelity, claiming “Her name, that was as fresh/ As Dian's visage, is now begrimed and black/

From the gloss of Arden Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra, which states “Gipsies began to
appear in England in the early sixteenth century and were thought to
have come from Egypt. ‘Gipsy’ was also a contemptuous term for a promiscuous woman. Hence
Cleopatra is here described as a gipsy, an Egyptian and a whore.” (London, 1995), 91.
59
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As mine own face.” (3.3.) The handkerchief, thus, reaffirms the racial conversion of Desdemona,
both in its association with Gypsies and its metaphorical and material blackness.
Desdemona's sexuality is not the only thing that seems to possess Gypsy qualities via the
handkerchief. Like the mythologies of counterfeit complexion that haunt early modern
representation of Gypsies, "false" Desdemona is coded as permeable through multiple avenues.
As Gail Kern Pastor notes, early modern beliefs about the body suggest that skin is “porous and
volatile…with its faulty borders and penetrable stuff.” Through Desdemona's contact with
Othello's painted body, her own body is imagined as being stained and as “fair paper…Made to
write 'whore' upon.” In their work about the use of ink and printing metaphors in Othello, Miles
Parks Grier argues that figurative metaphors around ink and paper are racially coded in early
modern English culture, and that cosmetics on the stage are used to evoke racialized printing
technologies.60
The contamination of Desdemona, through her contact with Othello and through her
association with the Gypsy handkerchief, mimics concerns about “counterfeit Egyptians” and
their contagious skin color. Thought to have been white Englishmen who painted or dyed their
skin, “counterfeit Egyptians” were not considered less dangerous for their supposedly-false skin
color, with legislations calling for banishment, mutilation, and death of “counterfeit” Egyptians.
These painted Gypsies, likewise, were thought to be “changelings’ or in Thomas Dekker’s words
“changeable stuff companions,” a sentiment that is echoed when Othello calls Desdemona “false
as water,” recalling that water has no “true” state and just mimics the container it is in. The
handkerchief, likewise, is "dyed with mummy" imbuing the cloth with a distinctly Egyptian
property while also evoking the "dyed" rhetoric of Counterfeit Egyptians. The ingredient
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"Mummy" in the dying process is a substance made out of embalmed mummified corpses that
makes fabric or paint a dark brown or “black” hue.61 Thus, the handkerchief is not only symbolic
materialization of absent people of color but is imagined as being materialized through the
bodies of people of color in the dying process.
Simultaneously, as the Egyptian sibyl’s origin warns, the handkerchief evokes sexual
promiscuity as it punishes it. Othello, in a warning to Desdemona when he suspects she is being
unfaithful to their marriage, claims that the Egyptian charmer told his mother that losing or
giving away the handkerchief would have dire consequences for her relationship with Othello’s
father:
she told her, while she kept it,
'Twould make her amiable and subdue my father
Entirely to her love, but if she lost it
Or made gift of it, my father's eye
Should hold her loathed and his spirits should hunt
After new fancies. (3.4.54-59)

Othello’s speech, while centered around the Egyptian charmer’s warnings to his mother, is laced
with the charges of infidelity that he eventually levels directly at Desdemona. While Othello
claims in the beginning of the play to have not used witchcraft to win Desdemona over, he
evokes the threat of witchcraft as possible evidence for Desdemona’s unfaithfulness, weaving a
tale about Gypsy curses as a mode to police her perceived promiscuity. Thus, the handkerchief
exhibits another type of duality outside the frame of domestic and foreign, a duality that deems

See Ian Smith’s scholarship on mummy in “Othello’s Black Handkerchief” and Virginia
Mason Vaughan’s Othello: A Contextual History (1996).
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the object as both the signifier for promiscuous sexuality (with its ties to Gypsy clothing) and a
talisman meant to thwart any suspicion of infidelity.
The Egyptian charmer is also notably called a sibyl, a mystic figure who is associated
with oracles and prophecy. These “divine counselors” were said to be women who used writing
as their medium for fortune telling, a context that brings a different light to Othello’s Egyptian
Sibyl and her scriptive properties. If we hesitate to conflate the Egyptian sibyl with stories of
western sibyls, who may have different qualities as European subjects, Egyptian sibyls can also
be understood as having a different relationship with the written word. By also reading the
Egyptian sibyl as a Gypsy character, we can also tie in notions of counterfeit papers as a part of
this production of written texts. In his study of early modern Gypsies, David Cressy relates the
counterfeit nature of Gypsies, including the use of counterfeit documents that could allow them
safe travel through England, to the perceived counterfeit qualities of witches. 62 Despite early
modern Romani people may not being able to read these documents, these documents
nonetheless could be understood as protective talismans, in which a piece of paper could mean
the difference between life and death under England’s severe Gypsy laws.

VI. Absent Women and The Archive

While I first approached the Egyptian Charmer in Othello’s origin story as a way of
contextualizing the methods by which clothing and textiles both convey and produce early
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modern English notions of racial difference, I noticed my attention to the handkerchief and the
absent women of color who produced it also parallels my interests in archival absences and
palimpsests. Just as the play does not give voice to the women of color on stage – since the
audience only encounters these women through the narratives of others -- the early modern
archive is rife with similar absences. Archives, however, are not just shaped by the material
documents they house, but also by what is missing, what has been (purposefully and
subconsciously) omitted, and what was never meant to be there in the first place. These women,
not despite their omission from the stage and the archives but because of that omission, prove to
be powerful forces that shape the plot of Othello, and more broadly 16th and 17th century
England. In her essay on the objectification of Black women in early modern visual
representations, Kim Hall writes, “interrogating the category ‘race’ is not a worthwhile endeavor
if it makes no connection to the realities of people’s lives and does not take into account that
desire to know ‘who she actually was’- to know more about the real people who lurked behind
the representation.”63 In the case of the handkerchief lies a palimpsestial uncovering of both the
real women behind the representation and the women absent from the representation itself.
When I would head to the British Library to do archival research the Spring of 2019, I
saw the same Roma woman on the street. As a fellow Roma woman, I know how to identify her
as Roma rather than “just another beggar”; her diklo, the traditional head scarf of Romani
women, is so familiar that, when I first saw her in the crowd, I thought that maybe I knew her.
Perhaps she was one of the many Roma EU immigrants struggling towards “Settled Status” in a
post-Brexit United Kingdom. But as much as that part of me, that part tangled around my bones,

Kim Hall, “An Object as an Object?,” Early Modern Visual Culture : Representation, Race,
and Empire in Renaissance England. ed. Peter Erickson and Clark Hulse. (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press,) 2000. 349.
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called to talk to her, to not feel alone for a moment on the bustling streets of London, I walked
past without a word.
And yet, I search for Gypsies in the old printed books and manuscripts to which I attend:
A costume book with a hurried sketch of a Gypsy woman, a violent portrayal of wicked Gypsies
in a sermon on witchcraft, a pamphlet that calls for severe punishments of this “scattered race,” a
law that makes those punishments real. I am searching for brief flashes of life in the tomes of the
dead. The figure of the Gypsy is both attractive and perplexing to many writers across periods
because of the notion that, to quote the Spanish poet/playwright Federico García Lorca, “a Gypsy
can be anything.” At least, if you’re not Roma. The figure of the Gypsy is not, unlike the Romani
people it was originally based on, an import from South Asia but a creation of the European
imaginary, one that proved to be profitable in early modern England. The Egyptian charmer’s
absence from the stage mirrors the relationship between the realities of Romani people and the
archive. Despite the thousands of early modern documents attending to or referencing Gypsies,
not one is a known first-hand account written by a Romani writer.
Instead of naturalizing these absences, I prefer to take a step back and analyze their
function. In her book The Intimacies of Four Continents, Lisa Lowe argues that the British state
archive is less a “stable, transparent collection of facts” than it is a technology of colonialism,
functioning to erase colonial violence and omit “enforceable encounters, removals, and
entanglements” in order to propel a liberal progress narrative (4). Likewise, when recounting the
silencing of African slaves’ voices in the archive, Saidiya Hartman aptly states that “the archive
is, in this case, a death sentence, a tomb, a display of the violated body, an inventory of
property…a few lines about a whore’s life, an asterisk in the grand narrative of history” (“Venus
in Two Acts,” 2). As a mode to make up for these archival omissions, scholars who work on
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recovering archival silences have developed alternative methodologies in reading against the
archive, a technique historian Jennifer Morgan aptly refers to as “methodologies of desperation.”
Historian Marisa Fuentes describes her own archival methodology of recovering enslaved
African women’s lives through a “bias grain” metaphor. Using the language of “cutting fabric on
the bias” because “it stretches and gives while maintaining the function of the material,” Fuentes
describes her approach of “stretching [archival] documents beyond what is usually empirically
acceptable” to push the common rhetoric of “reading against the grain” to not just include
reading between the lines, but also “reading what is not between the lines at all.”
Early modern archives are, of course, doubly afflicted by losses and gaps in the materials.
On one hand, these gaps are caused by innocuous losses over time. On the other, the early
modern archive has been shaped by the privileging of voices in power, who often used the
archival space to create narratives that both reflect and further establish sovereign power. While
Romani people were the target of obsessive writing in early modern England, they left no written
records. Thus, the materials housed in these archives are often written by white people for white
people, with very little evidence of the actualities of Romani lives. When real Romani people are
involved in these documents, it’s usually through court cases, that either detail corporal
punishments inflicted on Romani via the anti-Romani legislation of the period, or simply reduce
the individual to a “Gypsy” without a name. Like the violence in Roma representations in the
archive, Romani women present on the stage or in literature also face similar fate, usually at the
hands of white men. In Bizet's Carmen, the titular character of the opera is stabbed to death by
her jealous white lover. Esmeralda in Victor Hugo’s The Hunchback of Notre Dame, likewise, is
betrayed by Frolo and hung for not returning his lecherous advances. If this is reflective of the
demands of a largely white audience, one has to wonder if a white audience can imagine a
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different outcome for women of color in fiction, one where the Gypsy woman doesn’t have to
die.
Of course, it’s not just state archives or literature that is deeply entrenched in this pattern.
Due to my attention to visual culture, I’ve been invested in working in art museums, attending to
drawings, prints, and textiles. In my time spent in those spaces, I’ve come to notice that it is not
just the production of the materials housed that signify and produce systemic white supremacy,
but also the ways in which these spaces are curated and maintained. When discussing my own
work with a museum curator who specialized in early modern decorative arts, I faced particular
pushback on early modern race studies because she “did not want to think anything negative
about the early modern period.” While this exchange may sound seemingly innocuous to some,
this refusal to engage with the realities of white nationalism, coupled with an overt uncritical
fetishism of early modern materials, only further enables the narratives of whiteness that haunt
these spaces.
The early modern archive, then, is not just an artistic playground with occasional
“racially-unfortunate” portrayals of people of color, but a biopolitical graveyard, a preservation
of documents that bolstered a dehumanizing narrative that justifies the state-sanctioned murder
of Romani people. Early modern biopolitics, which I call a “sovereign biopolitics,” is shaped by
an emerging system of racial hierarchies in which the sovereign establishes their own power
through a national project that seeks to unify the nation through shared notions of whiteness. In
order for this white national identity to come to fruition, however, there had to be counterfigures
against which the English could construct their imagined whiteness. As one of these
counterfigures, Romani people were subjected to multiple Egyptian Laws in England and
Scotland, some of which legalizing the lynching of “any manner of Egyptian” and many of
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which calling for the brandings, whippings, mutilations, and execution of Romani people if
caught “wandering” the country.
The practices of the state archive are not just to maintain and preserve important
documents, but to also create a nationalist narrative, one that is deeply invested in regulating
bodies-both in the documents they fetishize, and in the process of which people have institutional
access, who gets to attend to particular archival materials, and, in many cases, the utilization of
armed security to protect archival documents. These mechanisms of preservation send a clear
message: these materials are more valuable to us than certain lives. In this way, I’m not just
invested in the biopolitical archive- that is the legal and cultural documents that decreed
theoretical legal violence and the court cases and documents that recorded this legal bodily
violence in practice - but also, more pressingly, an archival biopolitics. Archives, as both
curations of national narratives and mechanisms of coloniality, race-making technologies, and
legal violence, are spaces that bolster current nationalist regimes through notions of white
community and nostalgia, and by doing so paradoxically create erasures of these historic
violences (often through the material destruction of documents) just as it continues the narrative
justification for black and brown maiming and death for the physical, emotional, and rhetorical
well-being of white people.
Throughout my stay in various archives, attending to the mutilations of “Gypsies” that
existed in the various plays, poems, pamphlets and treatises, prints and drawings, court cases and
legislation, I began to understand my unique positionality within these spaces. Perhaps, with a
strong possibility, I was the first Roma person to hold many of these documents in her hands,
perhaps the first Roma scholar to attend to many of these materials in the archive, a racial glitch
in a system that both strove to preserve a nationalist history as it is also fueled and funded by that
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nostalgia, creating a kind of stark-white ouroboros. The violence of the archive is, thus, too often
reproduced in contemporary scholarship that seems to strategically go out of its way to not attend
to questions of race or historical fact. Despite the blue prints laid out in the early modern archive,
scholars rarely engage with critical hesitancy when it comes to white nationalist documents, and
even more rarely reflect on their own subject position while producing scholarship.
The archive may never give me my ultimate scholarly desire: a real full account of early
modern Europe as told by a Romani writer; and yet, as Imtiaz Habib has reminded us, the
archive is not completely devoid of those brief flashes of life. While reading through the
biopolitics documented within archives, and against the archival biopolitics maintain within
archives, is an important step towards attending to race in early modern England, we also must
be diligent in understanding that the violence of the law is not the only way we understand the
histories and subjectivities of people of color. Alexander Weheliye urges scholars of biopolitics
to attend to “the existence of alternative modes of life alongside the violence, subjection,
exploitation, and racialization that define the modern human” and, more specific to the
premodern European archive and the shaping of pan-Romani identity, Geraldine Heng argues
that we can find evidence of Romani people “who decided to exercise their will as power, even
in the face of historic conditions of extreme powerlessness…With the example of the Romani
before us, we see that race can be made from the outside, against a people, or from the inside, by
a people, whose identity in the end could not, despite custom and law and the abjection of
slavery, be erased and destroyed.” Both the historic violences against people of color and the
fragmentations of subjectivity, agency, and resistance shape our understandings of history, our
contemporary political climate, and ultimately the future of our field.
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In his Nobel lecture “The Antilles: Fragments of Epic Memory,” Derek Walcott waxes
poetic about the cultural preservation of diasporic ethnic groups of the Antilles, stating, “Break a
vase, and the love that reassembles the fragments is stronger than that love which took its
symmetry for granted when it was whole. The glue that fits the pieces is the sealing of its
original shape. It is such a love that reassembles our African and Asiatic fragments, the cracked
heirlooms whose restoration shows its white scars. This gathering of broken pieces is the care
and pain of the Antilles, and if the pieces are disparate, ill-fitting, they contain more pain than
their original sculpture, those icons and sacred vessels taken for granted in their ancestral
places.” Often, the work of recovery in early modern race studies, both the recovery of
biographical narratives of early modern people of color and the uncovering of systems of
institutional racism that can seem banal, hidden in plain sight, or, more insidiously, strategically
overlooked, leaves us only with fragments. While Walcott keys into the use of affect in creating
these methodologies of love or desperation, the metaphor of a vase still leaves much to be
desired when we think about the function of recovery in early modern race studies. Instead of
using these fragmented documents to create something that serves more as a symbolic gesture, a
broken vase that, because it cannot be used, is placed somewhere so that we can look but not
touch, I believe that we need to stitch together these fragments and make something meant for
everyday use, to understand that, while people of color were imagined to exist on the margins,
the reality is that people of color, and the obsessive discourse about them, were central to the
construction of early modern England. When we look back on Othello’s handkerchief and the
Egyptian charmer who made it, we see a story of inheritance, Othello’s inheritance of the
handkerchief, and our own inheritance of this legacy of racism, and perhaps in unraveling this
script, we have the materials to weave, in our own “prophetic fury,” a future more just.
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CHAPTER THREE

Gypsy Toys: Racialized Sexuality on the Early Modern English Stage

Though she is vividly portrayed as having “tawny” skin and a “voluptuous” physique,
Cleopatra’s sexual passion, described as a “gipsy’s lust,” becomes her paramount feature
conjuring fanciful notions of exotic eroticism. 64 In evoking the image of the Gypsy to describe
Cleopatra’s sensuality, Shakespeare illuminates well-known racialized ideas of wanton,
enigmatic desire. The myth that the Romani were descendants of Egyptians was a popular idea
leading to the historical conflation of Egyptians and Romani ‘Egyptians,” often shortened to
“Gypsies,” in early modern England. 65 This conflation, though also contested by some in the
period, influenced depictions of classical Egyptians figures, most notably Cleopatra. Though
Cleopatra is only referred to as a “gipsy” twice in the play, the descriptor encourages the
audience to associate the Egyptian queen with a licentious, oriental nature.66
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I.

Making Gypsy Sexuality

While Gypsies are continuously connected to sexuality in early modern literary and cultural
materials, the actual illicit sex acts that Gypsies purportedly engage in are rarely, if ever,
discussed, leaving this imagined ‘gipsy’s lust’ to reside predominately within the realm of affect.
Thus, in describing Cleopatra as having a ‘gipsy’s lust,’ Philo is not only speaking of the
physical actions propagated by ‘lust,’ but moreover the affective mode Gypsies are imagined to
permanently embody. This section will explore the racialized connotations behind Cleopatra’s
‘lust’ and ‘passions,’ in order to argue that part of the project of race-making relies heavily on
the use of sexuality, expressed through sexual affect, to represent non-white sexuality as
abnormal. This, in turn, normalizes white English sexuality, and given England’s burgeoning
white national project, this has two main consequences: not only does this racialized sexual
affect help define the ‘other,’ but through clearly defining a sexual affect that is deemed contrary
to England’s white nationalism, this racialized sexual affect also sets parameters for white
citizenship. Thus, even otherwise-white English citizens who engage in “nonwhite” sexual
activities – or breech these affective barriers—are subject to being described through nonwhite
terminology like “Gypsy.”
Rather than presupposing that affect is, in Brian Massumi’s words, “prepersonal” or a
“non-conscious experience of intensity” outside the grasp of language, I am using “affect” to
described socially-constructed and political modes of feeling. This working definition of affect
diverges from Massumi for two reasons. First, I am skeptical that, in societies characterized by

Darkness: Economies of Race and Gender in Early Modern England (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1995).
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white supremacy and patriarchy, affect remains untouched by those structures of oppression.
Second, the materials this chapter attends to are all textual, meaning they are created and
mediated by language. Thus, by attending to affect through a political lens, I argue that affect is a
useful tool for a white national project, a project that works by both harnessing anger and fear
towards the racialized other and simultaneously creating a sense of community through shared
notions of white Englishness.
I am not the only scholar to connect early modern England’s developing white national
project to sexuality. In Shakespeare Jungle Fever, Arthur Little argues that “gender, race, and
sexuality shape early modern England’s national-imperial vision, its wound culture, and… that
vision, in turn, shapes England’s notion of gender, race, and sexuality.” 67 Likewise, in his work
on European encounters with non-European sexuality, Jonathan Burton posits, “early modern
notions of sexual difference often served racial regimes, while race frequently marked the limits
of sexuality.”68 In the early modern English imagination, the brown or black body becomes the
site of both white fears and desires--fears and desires that are often displayed simultaneously,
and thus in seemingly paradoxical ways. Hortense Spillers’s theory of “pornotroping” is helpful
here as it expands on the concept of the racialized body as “the source of an irresistible,
destructive sensuality…in this distance from a subject position, the captured sexualities provide a
physical and biological expression of otherness.” Thus, “the captive body translates into a
potential for pornotroping and embodies sheer physical powerlessness that slides into a more
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general ‘powerlessness.’”69 Furthermore, in his analysis of pornotroping, Alexander Weheliye
asserts that “whiteness…is a cannibalistic desiring machine that expropriate[s] the putative
surplus carnality and sexuality of black flesh ungendered in order to fuel its workings...they
desire the flesh: the flesh that they, as selected master subjects, supposedly transcend and can
therefore not inhabit.”70 In other words, despite the biopolitical use of brown and black bodies
(and the realities of sexual violence that accompanied their commodification), early modern fears
of people of color and their untamable lust that threatened to breech English bodies still
prevailed, especially in representations of Gypsy women.
As representations of “Gypsy” sexuality grew in early modern England, the term became
intrinsically linked to these stereotypes, and it was eventually even used to describe non-Romani
women who were seen as sexually promiscuous.71 When discussing the connotations of “Gypsy”
and its variations, Rui Carvalho Homem claims, “when applied to a woman, it receives the
following description: A contemptuous term for a woman, as being cunning, deceitful, fickle, or
the like; a ‘baggage,’ ‘hussy,’ etc.”72 Likewise, Gordon Williams claims that in addition to
“Gypsy” meaning “a bad woman,” the word was also synonymous with “fast and loose” and
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referred to Gypsies’ purported “cheating” nature, in particular their “sexual cheating.”73 This
derogatory use of the word is an intriguing instance of racialized hypersexuality. Thus, for a
white woman to become “Gypsy” she must transgress both sexually and racially.
The trope of the wanton Gypsy, then, becomes a way for male European suitors to
express their own otherwise repressed sexuality while placing the social responsibility for the
transgressions on the Gypsy woman. 74 Regarding the connections to Gypsy criminality and
sexuality, Sarah Houghton-Walker posits, “A clear tradition runs through the literature of
vagabond roguery of the characteristics which later come to be associated more specifically with
the gypsy- wandering, obviously, but also criminality and immorality, particularly with regards
to sexual behavior.” She continues to argue, “This fascination with the sexuality of the gypsies is
indicative of a general pattern according to which, despite expressing themselves with violent
repulsion, many writers seem nonetheless drawn to the vagabonds they deplore.” 75 HoughtonWalker ultimately suggests that this affective pattern is due to English men’s desire to break free
from domesticity, but this argument ignores the ways in which Gypsy sexuality is specifically
racialized, and thus subject to simultaneous exoticization and vilification. In her study of the
figure of the Spanish Gypsy, Lou Charnon-Deutsch asserts, “in the vast majority of stories the
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mismatched union consists of a man, superior in many ways but often repressed, who is attracted
to a woman whose carefreeness and sensual faculties are magnified by comparison.” 76
The seemingly paradoxical repulsion and desire that Gypsy women elicit mirrors
attitudes towards other women of color in the early modern period. Jennifer Morgan discusses
the perceived “sexual availability” of African women in William Smith’s ethnographic texts,
positing “women and their sexual identities stand in for Smith throughout his texts as both
evidence of African difference and as a back-handed criticism of European women.” Morgan
recounts a passage of the text in which the European male traveler has a sexual encounter with
an African concubine, asserting, “While initially loath to accept this woman… Wheeler
succumbs and finds himself entranced.”77 Here, the African concubine elicits the contradictory
responses of “loathing” and “entrancement”, and the woman thus becomes a vessel on which
European men project their transgressions.
Some representations of Gypsy women, like in Ben Jonson’s Epigrams (1616), take these
sexual tropes further by associating Gypsy women with prostitution:
GYPSEE, new baud, is turn’d physitian,
And get[s] more gold, then all the colledge can:
Such her quaint practice is, so it allures,
For what she gave, a whore; a baud, shee cures. 78
Here, Jonson describes a “new baud,” possibly referring to a professional brothel-keeper, who is
also making a profit by passing off her “practice” as medicinal. In his scholarship on bawds as
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sexual character types on the early modern English stage, Mario DiGangi argues that “the figure
of the bawd…represents the dangerous sexual potential of the common.” DiGangi defines the
common as having “three interrelated meanings,” including “what is ‘usual’ or ‘ordinary’.” 79 The
Gypsy bawd, peculiarly, exists within a paradoxical subject position, being “common” through
her sexual profession and through an early modern audience’s familiarity with Gypsies, but also
“outlandish” or “foreign” due to that same Gypsy-ness.
Jonson’s quatrain on the Gypsy “baud” mirrors portrayals of Gypsies in Thomas Dekker’s
pamphlet, Lantern and Candlelight (1608). Dekker proclaims, “the cabins where these landpirates lodge in the night are the outbarns of farms & husbandmen...these barns are the beds of
incests, whoredoms, adulteries, & of all other black and deadly-damned impieties, here grows
the cursed tree of bastardry.”80 Here, Dekker professes that “land-pirates,” a colorful term
referring to Gypsy nomadism and lawlessness, use these “outbarns” to engage in prostitution as
well as other “black and deadly-damned impieties.” The use of the word “black” to describe
these crimes evokes the racialized nature of Gypsies. These illicit sexual acts, by proxy of being
performed by Gypsy women, are subject to darkness and thus are directly racialized. This
intrinsic linking of darkness and Gypsy activity also crops up in another passage in Dekker’s
treatise, in which he discusses Gypsy skin color, stating, “a man that sees them would swear they
had all the yellow jaundice, or that they were tawny Moors’ bastards, for no red ochreman carries
a face of a more filthy complexion.” 81 Moreover, these sexual acts and desires are said to be the
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origin for “the cursed tree of bastardry,” a formulation that projects England’s sexual
transgressions and the issues surrounding illegitimate births in the country squarely onto Romani
people’s shoulders.
The nature of racialized sexuality as an embodied phenomenon rather than a series of sex
acts allows England as a nation to function through modes of exclusion. Albeit “racialized
sexuality” is, after all, a loaded term when we recognize white sexuality as inherently racialized
through whiteness. Embodiment, unlike physical acts, is ephemeral, vague, and fluid, leaving
everyone, not just foreigners, subject to being identified as the Other, a signifier that is
juxtaposed against the “subject.” At the same time the Other reifies citizenship. If the Other is an
internal Other, as in the case of early modern Gypsies, then the biopolitical system that serves to
protect the nation state can, and often does, become metaphorically cannibalistic, eating up the
citizens it supposedly protects. This phenomenon is striking in both Antony and Cleopatra and
The Spanish Gypsy, two plays I will read before turning towards the archival realities of Gypsy
sexuality.

II. Cleopatra’s Gypsy Lust
Due to the connection between Gypsies and Egypt, Cleopatra is imagined as a “Gypsy”
in multiple early modern texts. In Jonson’s The Gypsies Metamorphosed (1621), Cleopatra is
imagined to be the monarch of English Gypsies: she is called “Queen Cleopatra, the gypsies’
grand matra,” a title which continues the idea that Gypsies are a diasporic extension of Egypt. 82
This description also alludes to the notion that Gypsies maintained an alternative monarchy
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within England. These fantasies ultimately fed into the fear that Gypsies were an invading group
breeching England’s borders, setting up an alternate society and exhausting the country’s
resources (a sentiment echoed in Dekker’s depiction of Gypsies as ‘the caterpillars of the
commonwealth’). This invasion, which ultimately mirrors white masculine notions of colonial
conquest, is imagined as matriarchal, with a Gypsy Cleopatra at the helm. Despite (or perhaps
because of) these negative depictions, Cleopatra’s “foreign darkness,” as Kim Hall notes,
eventually became “the site for female inquiry into male fascination with the ‘foreign’ other.
That is, the greater the fear of Gypsy women, the greater the desire. Beauty and race become
contested categories that English females use to reveal their investment in masculine engagement
with foreign, female difference in imperial travel.” 83
In addition to her previously-mentioned Gypsy traits, Cleopatra would also likely have been
a painted body in the early modern theatrical context, since the performances would likely have
reproduced ideas about Gypsies and their supposed “counterfeit skin color.” This skin color,
despite its rumored material artificiality, is no less permanent in its effect on the behavior of the
painted person. Some scholars have suggested that Shakespeare’s Cleopatra would have been
white due to a mention of her “bluest veins” (2.5.29). This claim mirrors the broader claims
about the real Cleopatra being a white woman, but the evidence of the contrary is overwhelming.
Philo makes references to Cleopatra’s “tawny front” (1.1.6) in addition to Cleopatra’s own
insistence that Antony “Think on me, / That am with Phoebus’ amorous pinches black” (1.5.278). More relevant to Cleopatra’s Gypsy nature, Cleopatra remarks to Antony, “seek no colour
for your going” (1.3.33). He thus evokes the belief that contact with Cleopatra will “colour”
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Antony, not just rhetorically, but through physical contact with her painted body on the stage.
According to scholars who work on humoral theory, skin was thought to be “porous and
volatile…with its faulty borders and penetrable stuff.”84 If Cleopatra is imagined as having the
same character components as “counterfeit Egyptians,” then her contact with Antony not only
“colours” him through cosmetics, but also has a lasting impact on Antony’s character and affect.
Like early modern Gypsies, Shakespeare’s Cleopatra is also strongly associated with
witchcraft. In Act 1, scene 2, Alexas, a member of Cleopatra’s party, employs a soothsayer to
read the palm of Charmian. Early modern Gypsies were often depicted as fortune tellers and
palm readers. In fact, this is a ubiquitous stereotype that early modern visual artists, as well as
writers like Ben Jonson relied heavily on. Pompey extends Cleopatra’s witchcraft further by
suggesting it could be used to manipulate Antony’s lust:
Salt Cleopatra, soften thy waned lip!
Let witchcraft join with beauty, lust with both!
Tie up the libertine in a field of feasts,
Keep his brain fuming; Epicurean cooks
Sharpen with cloyless sauce his appetite;
That sleep and feeding may prorogue his honour
Even till a Lethe'd dulness! (2.1.21-27)
Here, Pompey imagines that, through Cleopatra’s witchcraft as well as her beauty, she can
manipulate Antony’s lust, leaving him in a stupor that mimics “Lethe”, a mythological river that
encourages forgetfulness in those who drink from it. Like rumors of women of color bewitching
white men and making them succumb to their wanton devices, Cleopatra is implored to “tie up
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the libertine” and “keep his brain fuming” in order to distract him from his political duties. If
Antony, in his Roman-ness, is a stand-in for English masculinity, Cleopatra’s invasions of
Antony’s body are akin to the fears of invading “hoards” of Gypsies, whom Dekker likens to
“Egyptian lice and locusts.”85 But this invasion doesn’t only concern the physical body or
England’s borders; Antony is also susceptible to adopting Cleopatra’s unnatural “gipsy’s lust,”
and this may impact his ability to act as a good Roman citizen and general should by defeating
the rebel Pompey. Near the end of the play, Antony, in his anger, refers to Cleopatra as a “false
soul of Egypt” (4.12.25) and describes how she “like a right gipsy, hath, at fast and loose, /
beguiled me to the very heart of loss” (29-30). Anthony’s description of Cleopatra echoes Philo’s
earlier account, and his reference to “Fast and loose” evokes a game early modern Gypsies
purportedly played to cheat people, as described by Reginald Scot in A Discoverie of Witchcraft
(1584).
Antony is not only transformed across race lines but gendered lines as well. In Act 2, scene 5,
Cleopatra remarks to Charmain that she put her “tires and mantles” on Antony, “whilst/ [she]
wore his sword Philippan” (22-23) evoking that she not only made Antony cross dress
(particularly in a mantle, which is heavily associated with Gypsies in the period), but that she
herself “wore his sword,” taking the masculine role. Later in the scene, while caught up in her
jealousy of Octavia, Cleopatra remarks of Antony:
Let him for ever go:--let him not--Charmian,
Though he be painted one way like a Gorgon,
The other way's a Mars. (2.5.115-117)
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This passage alludes to “perspective” pictures popular in early modern England, but the
comparisons of Antony to a gorgon as well as the god Mars mirror his faulty racial and gender
status. By comparing Antony to a gorgon, the audience is asked to consider Antony as not just a
woman, but a monstrous woman. A gorgon, of course, is a female creature from Greek
mythology who is said to have a horrifying body and hair made of live serpents (the most wellknown example being Medusa). The term “gorgon” is also used more generally for a repulsive
woman, echoing early modern notions of nonwhite women’s bodies. In a play that makes
continual references to Antony’s permeability in relation to Cleopatra, Antony as “painted”
gorgon represents a possible shift in Antony’s physiology (at least rhetorically) that echoes
representations of Gypsy women. Likewise, the notion of Antony being “painted” evokes the tie
between Gypsies and cosmetics in the period, in that Gypsies, or “counterfeit Egyptians,” were
thought to have painted their skin brown to achieve their physiological difference.
The early modern English stage (re)produces new forms of race making, and Antony and
Cleopatra reveals the possibilities of contagious affect and racialized sexual affect’s impact on
the body. Though race and racism do not have a “dominant” mode in the early modern period,
exploring facets of race-making, like sexuality, affect, and their overlap, gives us insight on how
race is consciously constructed and legitimized for the purposes of creating borders: borders
around the nation of England and borders around the concept of citizenship. While
hypersexualized representations of Gypsy lust are clearly the product of both the fears and
fancies of the white English, in a period of anti-Gypsy laws (that often called for capital
punishment and expulsion) and rising white nationalism that bolstered England’s newly-formed
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colonial projects, fantasies of these racialized sexual affects had nonetheless real violent
implication for Romani people.
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IV. Roleplaying Gypsies in The Spanish Gypsy

Middleton and Dekker’s play The Spanish Gypsy, which is a reworking of two of Miguel de
Cervantes’ Novelas Ejemplares, is another important source for contextualizing the
representations of Gypsy sexuality, not only because the characters in the play evoke the
stereotypical Gypsy hypersexuality, but also because of the ways that the Gypsy character
Preciosa in the play is deemed exceptional. Preciosa is part of a Gypsy troupe that is formed by
runaway nobles who, at the end of the play, return back to their noble status. Oddly, very little of
the scholarship produced on The Spanish Gypsy focuses on the presence of Gypsies in the play,
and the scholarship that does discuss Gypsies rarely focuses on the racialized aspects of these
figures. For example, Tony Voss writes briefly on the presence of Gypsies within the play, but
he figures Gypsy identity as something akin to a trade: he writes, “the gypsy identity offers
refuge and rehabilitation to noblemen fleeing their own pasts of rape and honour killing...For the
noblemen and women to ‘turn gypsy’ or be ‘gypsified’ is to join ‘a trade free as mason’s. A trade
brave as a courtier’s...A capering trade.’”86 Likewise, A. L. and M. K. Kistner figure Gypsy
identity as a kind of criminality: they note, “the gipsy camp is a sort of purgatory for noble
criminals to do repentance in, and at the same time a place where they were free from the
aristocratic world and can find themselves in the moral purity and social simplicity of gipsy life.”
In the end, not only do Voss and the Kistners fail to consider the racial identity of Gypsies, they
uncritically repeat the common stereotype of Romani people as criminals that persists today.
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The members of this Gypsy camp insist that they are “noble gypsies” (2.1.11) in order to
distance themselves from “tanned ones” (6) such as the “English Gypsies” (7). In setting up a
contrast between the counterfeit “noble gypsies” of the play and the racially-othered Gypsies
familiar to the English audience, the play relies on the stereotypes surrounding the figure of the
Gypsy to portray the play’s “noble” Gypsies as exceptional. One of the ways the play relies on
this dichotomy is through invoking the stereotype of the wanton Gypsy, a trope the play
paradoxically embraces and rejects. The Father of the Gypsy troupe claims that his band of
Gypsies will be neither “thievish” nor “sluttish” (68), stating that both theft and sexually
immoral behavior are linked to other Gypsies. Likewise, the Father is approached by the hostess,
Cardochia, who states that the people waiting to be entertained by the Gypsies want “private
rooms” (77), and this clearly hints at the expectation of illicit sexual activity. In turn, the Father
replies that there will be “No chamber comedies…no closet sweetmeats; pray, tell’em so” (7881). In his rebuking of these “closet sweetmeats,” or sexual favors, the Father distinguishes his
Gypsy troupe from the stereotype of the “Gypsy whore.”
Consequent to the discussion of prostitution, Eugenia, the Mother of the Gypsies,
declares Preciosa’s age as “twelve and upwards” (84). Preciosa rebuts that even though she is a
child she has been “taken for an elephant” and that “castles and lordships offered to be set upon
[her], if [she] would bear ‘em” (86-87). This imagery suggests that men have approached
Preciosa in the past to “bear” them, or take their weight sexually, if she so desired. She uses
these experiences as a platform to prove her worth in entertaining as a Gypsy, suggesting that
part of Preciosa’s own construction of her Gypsy identity is shaped by her rejection of the trope
of the wanton Gypsy. Later in the scene, Preciosa meets Sancho, and he begins a conversation
with her that is wrought with sexual innuendo. He proclaims, for instance, “Would my jack
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might come aloft!” (124), alluding to his erection. Moreover, Sancho tries to tempt Preciosa with
“comfits,” sweet candied fruits. Similarly, Soto, Sancho’s servant, tells Preciosa, “My master
desires to have you loose from your company” (127), evoking the common belief that Gypsy
women are inherently loose, or sexually available. Later within the play, the sexualization of
Gypsy occupation is again mentioned, when Soto, now a member of the troupe of false gypsies,
states “there’s not a Gypsy amongst ‘em that begs” (3.2.68). This statement implies that the
Gypsies earn their keep through “entertaining” (with obviously sexual connotations), and this is
made explicit by the fact that Soto’s statement is met with an immediate response from Francisco
who inquires about Preciosa’s availability as an “entertainer.” Of course, Preciosa, like her
fellow counterfeit Gypsy companions, is exceptional and is spared that fate.
Even though Preciosa defines herself by her resistance to playing the role of the wanton
Gypsy, she nonetheless embraces these connotations early in the play, materializing her Gypsy
identity around these stereotypes. One of the strongest examples of her usurping this role is in
her willingness to be malleable for the non-Gypsy audience, expressed when she firmly insists
that she will “play the changeling” (2.1.106). She extrapolates, saying that the position of
“changeling” will allow her to “change” herself “into a thousand shapes” (107) and “To court
our brave spectators” (108). The reference to “the changeling” is not only a play on the trope of
the missing or stolen child (who is later reunited with her family), but also a not-so-subtle nudge
to the widely popular belief that Gypsies steal white children and initiate them into a roguish
lifestyle. This stereotype is something that Cervantes’ original work draws heavily upon so it’s
unsurprising that it is repeated in Middleton and Dekker’s play. Preciosa’s words push the
connotations of “changeling” further by implying that she will use this transformative ability to
please her non-Gypsy audience, patrons who have made it abundantly clear that their intentions
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are licentious. Preciosa’s assertion that she will “change [her] postures into a thousand different
variations” (108-109) reassert this reading, marking not only Preciosa’s body as malleable, but
also that her Gypsy identity is fluid and changeable. Preciosa remarks that this malleability
allows her to be so desirable that she will “draw even ladies' eyes to follow [hers]” (110), a
comment which suggests that Gypsy sexual immorality even evokes homoerotic desire.
In order for Preciosa to achieve her transformation into a Gypsy, she merely changes into
Gypsy clothing. Indeed, she is first introduced to the audience as entering “in new Gypsy
clothes,” When she enters, she remarks to the Father of Gypsies, “See, father, how I'm fitted!
How do you like this our new stock of clothes?” (2.1.70-71). These lines mimic some of the
Father’s first lines, in which he posits, “The tailor's shears has cut us into shapes fitting our
trade” (1-2). Here, the emphasis on clothing for the counterfeit “noble Gypsies” takes precedence
over the brown-face they fervently reject for being too much like the “thievish” English Gypsies.
Unwilling to “soot” and “umber” their skin, they instead are marked as Gypsies by their
costumes. This scene reiterates Dekker’s fixation on Romani women’s clothes and particularly
their “undergarments” in his treatise. Though Dekker describes the Gypsy women wearing
“rags” and “patched filthy mantles” as outerwear, he insists that their underwear is “handsome
and in fashion,” and thus contrasts the tattered outerwear that often signifies poverty. In her
study of early modern cross-class dressing, Christine Varholy claims that prostitutes often used
“opulent clothing” which “could enhance the possibilities of erotic role-play.” Likewise, Varholy
posits that these opulent items of clothing were often gifts from the prostitutes’ higher class
patrons, who could “exert some control over his female partner’s appearance by providing
clothing in the form of gifts by supplying money with the stipulation that specific clothing would
be worn or purchased with the funds...In these ways, gifts of clothing were constitutive, and the
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gift-giving process tended to be strictly gendered: the gifts enables the male giver to reconstruct
both his partner and himself.” 87 Dekker’s stress on Gypsy women’s “fashionable” undergarments
hints that Gypsy women are, or likened to, prostitutes. Indeed, their undergarments are an
indicator for not only their cross-class transgression, but also for a cross-racial transgression
since they are contrasted to the “rags and filthy patched mantels.” In The Spanish Gypsy,
however, the Father makes sure Preciosa’s “old robes,” material remnants of her life before her
constructed Gypsy identity, are “safe” (2.1.3) This allows for Preciosa to back away, or strip off,
her Gypsy-ness if need be, a choice she acts on with the rest of the counterfeit Gypsies at the end
of the play. This echoes Ben Jonson’s The Gypsies Metamorphosed, in which the band of
Gypsies, played by white actors, wipe off their brownface to (re)join white English society at the
end of the masque. This luxury was unfortunately not afforded to the Romani inhabiting England
at the time.
Gypsy dancing was another stereotype that pervaded early modern depictions of Romani;
it was figured as both “exotic” and “sensual.” These depictions of Gypsy dancing not only evoke
the detrimental image of Gypsy idleness, but also Gypsy sexuality. In The Spanish Gypsy, Soto,
disguised as a Gypsy, announces to Francisco, “A crew of Gypsies with desire to show their
sports are at your gates a-fire” (3.2.54-55), and he adds that “they frisk, they caper, dance and
sing, tell fortunes too (which is a very fine thing.) They tumble-how? Not up and down as
tumblers do, but from town to town” (58-61). The activities included in Soto’s description
reinforce the stereotypes about the idle Gypsies who do not possess jobs, but instead act as
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entertainment.88 Part of this entertainment is the thinly-veiled references to prostitution.
Likewise, there is also a sensual entertainment in the form of dance, in particular orientalist
reproductions of Gypsy dancing. On orientalism and belly dancing, Donnalee Dox notes,
“Western belly dancing’s costumes, staged scenarios, aestheticized veiling, performance of
sensuality, and associations with spirituality and femininity draw on and sustain the fascination
with a hidden, mysterious East that Said identified. The Orientalist fantasy of secluded, sensual
women that in particular marked the East’s alterity to European culture in the 19th century
remains a foundation of belly dancing’s appeal.” 89 Representations of Gypsy dancing, especially
performances of it by non-Romani actors, come from a similar fascination with Gypsy
sensuality.
One of the most important features of Preciosa’s exceptionalism is her “fairness.” Unlike
the dark-skinned women that feature in virtually all early modern paintings of Gypsies, Preciosa
is a “fair Gypsy” (3.2.78). Preciosa’s “fairness” is not only a comment on her supposed beauty,
but also her physical whiteness. It is a notable feature of Preciosa’s Gypsy costume, and the
paradox works to mark her as exceptional. The belief that real Gypsy women were not as
beautiful as their white counterparts was commonly referenced in early modern texts, most
notably in Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, where Theseus remarks that “the
lover…Sees Helen’s beauty in the brow of Egypt” (5.1.12). This comment implies that love
allows a person to see even a Gypsy as classically beautiful as a white woman. Preciosa, a
runaway Spanish aristocrat who is presumably white, is therefore seen as desirable in
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comparison to an “average” Gypsy. Kim Hall notes that “fairness” is deliberately associated with
beauty in early modern sonnets. As she puts it, “‘whiteness’ and ‘lightness’ begin to function as a
desire for a stable European linguistic order. The whitening of dark ladies reveals the
contradictory impulses of a poetic that simultaneously wishes to ‘enrich’ the language with new
world matter and to deny excessive involvement in foreign difference.” 90 Likewise, Mario
DiGangi’s analysis of John Fletcher’s The Island Princess recounts a similar trend of
“whitening” women of color. DiGangi asserts that the only reference to skin color within the
play “regards the beauty of the native women. A Portuguese soldier remarks that Quisara’s white
skin distinguishes her from all those natives who wear the sun’s ‘tauny Livery’.” He continues,
noting that “Armusia’s description of Molusccan women as being ‘of delicate aspects, faire,
clearly beauteous’ implies that they are light skinned and therefore worthy of admiration.” 91
Preciosa is similar to the women populating Fletcher’s play since she is seen as exceptional
compared to other Gypsies for having white skin.
This use of fairness to describe a Gypsy woman is not unique to Dekker and Middleton’s
play; it also features in Cervantes’ original text, where Preciosa’s “fairness,” or whiteness,
physically prevents her from enacting Gypsy criminality. In fact, criminality is a trait that is seen
as inherently race-related to Cervantes.92 In her analysis of Cervantes’ La Gitanilla, or The Little
Gypsy, Lou Charnon-Deutsch asserts, “Preciosa somehow stands out from the rest...more
beautiful than the rest, who earns more money, dances and sings better, and loves more honestly
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and deeply.” She deconstructs the notion of Preciosa’s exceptional standing within the text,
stating, “of course, if the Gypsy Preciosilla seems too good to be true, it is because she is not: her
real name is Constanza de Azevado y de Meneses, the kidnapped daughter of the wealthy
magistrate of Murcia. Once removed from her Gypsy heritage, something the text subtly allows
readers to do almost at once, there is very little left to commend the Gypsies who populate this
work.”93 While this is true, both the Preciosas (in Cervantes’ text and Middleton and Dekker’s
play) occupy a liminal space between the white woman and the Gypsy woman. As a Gypsy,
Preciosa can be sexualized despite her young age and still be the object of wanton desire, but as a
white woman in disguise, her “fairness” is elevated over real Gypsy women. Preciosa situates
herself within this liminal space. In addition to wearing Gypsy clothing, she refers to herself as a
“Gypsy-virgin” (5.1.86). This phrase is assumed to be paradoxical or contradictory. Thus,
Preciosa uses it not only to reinforce her exceptionality but also to gain sympathy from her nonGypsy audience.
The complex way in which both Preciosa’s “Gypsyness” and “fairness” are fetishized by
her pursuers in the play is an interesting instance of two-fold racial fetishization. This
objectification, however, is not unique to The Spanish Gypsy. Many early modern texts, like
Fletcher’s The Island Princess, focus on exceptionally “fair” non-white women. Other texts,
such as Ben Jonson’s Masque of Blackness, focus on the racial fetishization generated by a white
woman parading around in costumes that evoke women of color. During a performance of
Jonson’s Masque of Blackness, the women of the court, including Queen Anne, appeared in full
blackface to perform the roles of Africans. To complete this role, the women also wore sheer
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gowns, which implied the figure of the blackamoor is also a wanton.94 At the end of the masque,
the “blackamoor” women are turned “white,” “cleansed” both literally and figuratively by the
removal of blackface makeup and by the sovereign power of King James. This transformation
resonates powerfully with the transformation at the end of Jonson’s other masque focusing on
racial otherness, The Gypsies Metamorphosed.
There is a similar kind of racial fetishization that appears in the scene from The Spanish
Gypsy where Preciosa is called a “Gypsy toy.” Soto is introducing the Gypsies to Francisco, and
he claims that the Gypsies have “toys which you may have for asking” (3.2.63). This exchange
echoes Dekker’s depiction of Gypsy clothing, in which he accounts “bells & other toys...hanging
their bodies.” Francesco latches onto Soto’s claim, replying, “there is a report of a fair Gypsy/, a
pretty little toy” (78-79). Though it is not clear whether Soto is referring to Preciosa as a toy or
merely to trinkets attached to her dress initially, Francisco’s response equates Preciosa with a
thing he can “have for asking.” Since the purpose of the Gypsies coming to Francisco’s gates
was “to earn money” (65), Francisco’s reduction of Preciosa to a “toy” reproduces the stereotype
of Gypsy prostitution touched on earlier in the play. The image of a “Gypsy toy” is again
conjured up when the Father of the Gypsies sings “see, see, you Gypsy-toys, you mad girls and
merry boys” (205-206). All of these references are made by men who view Preciosa as a
commodity or thing to be purchased. The figure of the Gypsy woman serves as a fetish object,
quite literally, for the male characters of the play. As a toy, Preciosa can be seen not only as
“entertainment or foolish and idly fancy” but also as “a thing of little to no value.” These
definitions make her namesake Preciosa, which of course derives from “Precious,” ironic. 95 In
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calling Preciosa a “toy,” the men who desire her also diminish her value, reducing her to an “idle
fancy” or a “thing.” Lastly, the comparison of Preciosa to a toy in reference to her Gypsy nature
dehumanizes all Gypsy women. Gypsy women are thus “prized as an ornament or curiosity,” and
such curiosities derive from their exotic otherness.
Preciosa’s position as a “toy” is also used to silence her anger when she finds out her
husband will be put to death for being a Gypsy. While she pleads with Luis for her husband’s
life, Luis rebukes her for being a “whore” (5.1.92) and remarks, “The toy grows angry!” (98).
This dehumanization marks Preciosa body not just as a plaything or object, but also invalidates
her feelings about the injustice of her husband’s sentence. Black feminist author Michelle Cliff
asserts, “Through objectification- the process by which people are dehumanized, made ghostlike,
given the status of other- an image created by the oppressor replaces the actual being. The being
is then denied speech, denied self-definition, self-realization: an overarching all this, denied
selfhood- which is after all the point of objectification.” This process of objectification is directly
paradoxical to the features that make Preciosa exceptional, namely her “fairness.” Because
Preciosa wears the costume of a Gypsy, despite her whiteness, she is rendered a “toy” in the eyes
of the men who desire her. Unlike the women on whom Preciosa models her constructed
Gypsyness, Preciosa can, and does, opt-out of her Gypsy identity, by simply stripping away her
costume. This was not an option for Romani women living in early modern England, who were
treated like “trinkets” and sold as objects.
These women are also ultimately reconfigured as “Gypsy” in the early modern archive.
For them, there is no costume to strip away at the end of the play, only the violence that many of
these texts embody and enact. In the beginning of this project, I sought out to reclaim the figure
of the Gypsy as a racialized figure, to rectify the stereotypes that paint Romani women as
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criminal and sexually excessive from an archive that does not privilege Romani experiences and
histories. In using this approach, I am faced with the impossibility of fully reclaiming a
biographical narrative of early modern Romani life from archival silences. Instead, the archive
has provided me with mutilations of a culture and people I call my own. The figures are
unrecognizable, and ultimately, I am left grappling with the unsatisfying representations within
these texts. My aim to recover these representations is an attempt to imagine the women who
might “lurk behind” the figure of the Gypsy, even if it is an impossible task. I may not be able to
recover the whole truth of the lives of the Romani people in early modern England, but I can
speak to the reality of the contemporary world I live in as a Romani woman. Though there is a
strong insistence that race in the early modern period is too divorced from our contemporary
understanding to make a straight-forward connection (and that may be so), there are still strong
remnants of these legacies existing in our current timeframe. Today, many white women still
love to don the seemingly-benign Halloween costumes of “sexy Gypsy fortunetellers” (costumes
that they can put on and take off at their disposal). And there are even more horrific remnants
such as the epidemic of Romani women being sexually assaulted and sexually trafficked at
alarming rates. 96
Much of the early modern scholarship surrounding the figure of the Gypsy often does not
concern itself with the real people behind the figure, which becomes an insidious phenomenon
when taking into account the very real violence inflicted on Romani women’s bodies today and
in the early modern period. In her comparison of faeries and Gypsy characters within The
Spanish Gypsy, Regina Buccola asserts, “the folly characteristic of fairy and gypsy narratives is,
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quite often, empowering for the women whose lives it touches.” 97 Though I find some aspects of
Buccola’s comparison of faeries and Gypsies compelling – indeed both figures were perceived
as “exotic others,” -- I find her assertion that this portrayal was liberating for Gyspy women
problematic at best. To make such a claim ignores the existence of Romani women in the early
modern period, who likely found these stereotypes more reductive and harmful than liberating.
Buccola is not alone in her disregard of Romani people, as she belongs to a long legacy of
academics, many of them early modernists, who reconfigure the Gypsy to suit their own
purposes and conceptions. Regarding the Gypsy Lore Society, a historically prominent academic
group largely comprised of non-Romani scholars invested in Romani ethnography, Ian Hancock
posits, “Some of its male members—all non-Romanies—referred to themselves as ryes, a selfdesignation interpreted to mean one who had gained privileged entrée into the Romani world, but
which in Romani itself (as rai) means a person in a position of authority, including “lord” and
“policeman.” For some ryes at least, it seems to have had a more specific in-group meaning:
managing to bed a Romani woman.” 98
The texts I analyzed above ultimately do nothing to provide humanity for the figure of
the Gypsy woman, instead they suggest that those worthy of human treatment are the exceptional
and ‘noble’ Gypsies, who set impossible standards of whiteness and nobility. In his analysis of
early modern texts on Gypsies, David Mayall concludes, “the inescapable conclusion to be
drawn from this consideration of the main body of early modern sources on Gypsies is of their
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unreliability.”99 The bulk of the literature on the figure of the Gypsy, both literary and scholarly,
reflects early modern English vilification and exoticization of the other and therefore cannot
provide a comprehensive cultural history for Romani people. However, it is not enough to
merely recognize these violences, both textual and physical, and bring them to the fore within
my scholarship; in doing so I fear that I enact a scholarly violence by portraying Romani
women’s bodies solely as objects to be acted upon violently by white people. While grappling
with the impossibilities of fully reclaiming a biographical narrative of enslaved Black women,
Saidiya Hartman asks, ““what do stories afford anyway? A way of living in the world in the
aftermath of catastrophe and devastation? A home in the world for the mutilated and violated
self? For whom – for us or for them?”100 My own investment in the women behind these
representations lies in a desire to see women like myself understood beyond the caricatures that
render Romani women as wantons, stock characters, and criminals, and to imagine a dormant
history that encapsulates a fully enriched lived experience for Romani people.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Black Magic: Racialized Witchcraft Through Early Modern Gypsies

I.

Introduction

When we look at America’s own familiarity with witchcraft, the most well-known historical
event in our cultural memory is the 1692 Salem Witch Trials, made even more famous by Arthur
Miller’s play The Crucible. The trials centered around accusations of witchcraft, in which 20
people were tried and executed as witches. At the center of the accusations was Tituba, an
enslaved woman from Barbados who may have been of indigenous Central American origins.
Despite not being executed herself, Tituba was the first person accused of witchcraft by
Elizabeth Parris and Abigail Williams, who claimed that she taught the young girls tales of
voodoo and witchcraft. Despite initially denying these accusations, Tituba, after being severely
beaten, finally confessed to accounts of witchcraft.
I use this early American historical event as a jumping off point for thinking of witchcraft
as a racially charged phenomenon in early modern England. The events of Salem, in particular
the rhetoric surrounding these witchcraft accusations, come from a pre-existing early modern
English notion of witchcraft. The early modern English witch trials, at its peak from 1560-1630,
were spurred on by popular writings like Heinrich Kramer’s Malleus Maleficarum (1486) and
103

further enabled by King James’s personal fear of witches that drove him to become involved
with witch trials in Scotland and England. While the witch hunts of Europe are often located
within the population of Europe, many of these studies neglect to address that witch hunting
practices were also technologies of colonialism and racism within the New World, with
accusations of witchcraft being leveled against indigenous populations and enslaved Africans. 101
While not every victim of the witch craze would be considered, by our contemporary
standards, non-white, witchcraft was not just an accusation of spiritual transgression but arguably
a serious racial transgression. As previously argued in other chapters, early modern notions of
race coincided with regulations of civility for white English people. Alongside skin color,
clothing, and sexuality, witchcraft and necromancy was another “devilish and naughty device”
plaguing representations of Gypsies in early modern English literature and culture. These
portrayals, both visual and literary, relied on a pre-existing, often-gendered, monstrous portrayal
of witchcraft to sculpt the now pervasive trope of the Gypsy fortuneteller or necromancer. But
the relationship between witches and Gypsies, at least in terms of representation, is a reciprocal
one, since many depictions of witches, such as Jacques de Ghen II’s artistic renderings, use
Gypsies as models for their supernatural counterparts. This chapter will focus on this relationship
and argue that representations of witches and witchcraft are inherently racialized in early modern
England.
In connecting the entangled phenomenon of racism and witchcraft in early modern
England, I rely on the theoretical framework laid out by Barbara Fields and Karen Fields in their
foundational book Racecraft: The Soul of Inequality in American Life. The Fields sisters argue
that race and witchcraft work through similar functions of cultural irrationality, as both are
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“imagined, acted upon, and re-imagined, the action and imagining inextricably intertwined.” 102
They continue to posit that witchcraft, like race, has “no moving parts of its own, and needs
none. It acquires perfectly adequate moving parts when a person acts upon the reality of the
imagined thing; the real action creates evidence for the imagined thing.” 103 That is, racial
ideologies and witchcraft rely heavily on circular reasoning and irrationality.
While biopolitics function through state policing of bodies, biopolitical regimes, such as
the sovereign biopolitics of early modern England, are reified through affect. 104 In her book
Biopolitics of Feeling: Race, Sex, and Science in the Nineteenth Century, Kayla Schuller notes
that “white emotional well-being is produced in part by the ritualized entertainments of the
security state, which hinge on the regularized death of black people.”105 Attending to what Miles
Parks Grier calls “an elastic category of blackness” in the early modern period and the multitude
of expulsion laws that directly affected Black Africans, Jews, and Romani living in early modern
England (as well as the function of these laws as testing grounds for colonial acts of violence that
would take place in the Americas), I argue that the rhetorical justification for such acts of state
violence were established as affective protective measures; in Egyptian Acts 1530, the first of
England’s anti-Gypsy laws, Gypsies, or “Egyptians,” are portrayed as having caused “great hurt
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and deceit of the people that they have come among,” placing “white emotional well-being” as
central to the narrative of Romani people’s banishment and eventual capital punishment.
Biopolitical regimes often placed affects like fear at the center of its justification. As Sara
Ahmed argues in The Cultural Politics of Emotion, cultural texts “work by aligning subjects with
collectives by attributing ‘others’ as the ‘source’ of our feelings.” Continuing this line of thought,
she establishes that national narratives “work through othering; the ‘illegal immigrants’ and
‘bogus asylum seekers’ are those who are ‘not us’, and who in not being us, endanger what is
ours. Such others threaten to take away from what ‘you’ have, as the legitimate subject of the
nation, as the one who is the true recipient of national benefits. The narrative invites the reader to
adopt the ‘you’ through working on emotions: becoming this ‘you’ would mean developing a
certain rage against these illegitimate others, who are represented as ‘swarms’ in the nation.” 106
This national narrative, unfortunately, is the basis for many of the expulsion laws that were
established in early modern England, acting as a justification for the state-sanctioned murder of
the swarms of Gypsies that were popularly imagined as “Egyptian lice,” “locusts,” and
“caterpillars of the commonwealth.”107 Historian David Cressy claims, “Tudor parliaments
legislated more vigorously against Gypsies than against witches.”108 The figures of the Gypsy
and the Witch, then, are both fundamental for understanding the functioning sovereign
biopolitics of the early modern period. While these biopolitical systems (and the project of the
nation, more broadly) are founded on the dichotomy of “citizen” and “The Other,” both the
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figure of the Gypsy and the Witch represent internal others, people who are born in England, and
thus privy to subject rights (through Jus Soli) until it is decided that those rights should be
stripped.

II.

Shakespeare’s Witches

While witchcraft was a real fear in the minds of early modern people, many other early modern
writers took to the page to express their skepticism. John Harvey denounced “the wizardly
fortune-tellings of the runagate counterfeit Egyptians, commonly termed Gypsies.”109 In
Discoverie of Witchcraft (1584), a skeptical book attempting to expose fraudulent witchcraft,
Reginald Scot declared the Gypsies were mere “counterfeit Egyptians” who aimed to cheat and
steal through slight of hand. 110 Scot’s focus on racialized figures does not end with Gypsies.
Despite recognizing witchcraft as a hoax, he still imbues occult figures with racialized physical
descriptions. In Book 13 of Discoverie, Scot reproduces racist ideologies surrounding Black
people, magic, and reproductive paternity. In Book 7, Scot links black skin to the devil, creating
a link between racial ideologies and discourse surrounding witchcraft:
But certainly, some one knave in a white sheet hath cozened and abused many thousands that
way…The Scythians, being a stout and warlike nation (as diverse writers report) never see any
vain sights or spirits. It is a common saying, “A lion feareth no bugs.” But in our childhood our
mothers’s maids have so terrified us with an ugly devil having horns on his head, fire in his
mouth, and a tail in his breech, eyes like a basin, fangs like a dog, claws like a bear, a skin like a
Niger, and a voice roaring like a lion, whereby we start and are afraid when we hear one cry
“boo.”….111
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The Devil is described as having animal-like qualities, except his “skin like a Niger.”
Here, we can see the imagined monstrous animalization of black skin and people, a trope that
manifests in a multitude of texts within this period. 112 The distinguishing markers of witchcraft
often bleed into what might be considered a “monstrous race” in early modern England. Along
with being described as “Black and midnight hags,” the weird sisters of Macbeth are described as
“So wither'd and so wild in their attire,/ that look not like the inhabitants o' the earth” (I.III.4041). Likewise, the witches “should be women, and yet [their] beards forbid” Banquo to “interpret
that [they] are so” (I.III.45-47).
More pertinent to the link between popular writings on witchcraft and materials on Gypsies is the
work of Samuel Rid. As Ania Loomba and Jonathan Burton posit in the introduction of Rid’s
The art of jugling, “Nothing is known about Samuel Rid, and he has been confused with other
authors such as Samuel Rowlands and Reginald Scot. The art of jugling is largely a plagiarized
and abridged version of Scot’s The discoverie of witchcraft. Rid made the crucial change of
reframing Scot’s text so that gypsies, or ‘Egyptian wanderers,’ replaced what were originally
witches.”113
While the connection between witchcraft and race transformed through cultural and
visual materials, it manifested most prominently on the early modern stage. In shaping my
argument about racialized witchcraft, I will focus on one of the most popular and pervasive
representations of witchcraft in early modern literature, Shakespeare’s weird sisters. While
mentions of racialized witchcraft and magic populate plays like Othello, Antony and Cleopatra,
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and The Tempest, the racialized nature of Macbeth’s witches has received less scholarly
attention.114 I choose to attend to Macbeth because of its placement as a play that reflects
Shakespeare’s relationship with his sovereign patron King James, who had a simultaneous
preoccupation with Witches and Gypsies.
Macbeth opens with a scene of the Witches, meeting in “An open place” or “a desert
place” (1.1).115 This location places the Witches outside of civilization, in an abandoned area at
the edges of society, a sentiment that is reiterated when they agree to meet next “Upon the heath”
(1.1.7). Despite the significance of this location, the fact that Macbeth starts with a scene of the
witches places them at the center of the play’s conflict. This dichotomy mirrors early modern
rhetoric about witches and Gypsies, who are both imagined living outside of the realms of
civilization (only coming in contact with English citizens to wreak havoc, steal and kill livestock
and children, and to swindle and steal), and yet are discussed heavily as central problems within
English society. Similarly, The Witches, like Gypsies, are portrayed as having the gift of
“prophetic greeting” (I.III.78) or soothsaying, a type of witchcraft they practice repeatedly
throughout the play.
While most editions of Macbeth use the term “weird sisters,” the first folio reads: “The weyward
Sisters, hand in hand” a term that is repeatedly reiterated throughout the first folio text.116 In
making sense of this change, Peter Stallybrass and Margeta de Grazia surmise that “a simple
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vowel shift” moves “the sisters from the world of witchcraft and prophecy…to one of perversion
and vagrancy.”117 Of course this association with “waywardness” with vagrancy is intriguing
when we think about the strong relationship between witches and Gypsies. In her introduction to
the collection Weyward Macbeth: Intersections of Race and Performance, Ayanna Thompson
notes that in using “weyward” the collection wishes to “maintain the multiplicity and instability
of the original text’s typography…’Weyward’ – as weird, fated, fateful, perverse, intractable,
willful, erratic, unlicensed, fugitive, troublesome, and wayward- is precisely the correct word for
Macbeth’s role in American racial formations.”118 The term “wayward,” then, also speaks to the
racialized nature of the Witches in Macbeth, just as the term “Outlandish” was similarly applied
liberally to early modern Gypsies.
Along with the physiological differences that preoccupy much of the description of
witches in Macbeth, the play alludes to the witches’ blackness on several occasions. 119 The weird
sisters are called “secret, black, and midnight hags” (4.1.64) and Hecate, the Greek goddess
associated with witchcraft, is referred to as “black Hecate” (3.2.42).120 While many editions of
Macbeth, like the Arden Shakespeare version, write off this blackness as merely a synonym for
darkness or evil within the footnotes, that explanation ignores the racialized history that gave
birth to blackness as a signifier for evil.
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Figure VIII. Woodcut from Thomas Potts’s The Wonderful Discovery of Witches in the
County of Lancashire, c. 1613
The imagined physical “blackness” of witches is not unique to Macbeth, but rather a
pervasive trope in early modern English literature and culture. This blackness is often projected
onto depictions of witch familiars, goblins, ghouls, and of course, the devil, but some depictions
of witches themselves, like the above woodcut from Thomas Pott’s The Wonderful Discovery of
Witches in the County of Lancashire (1613), show blackened figures. I say “blackened” rather
than black, here, because within this woodcut we see a witch, accompanied by the devil led on a
chain, with a black face and white hands. This blackening of the face but not the hands is
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peculiar, if not evocative of early modern rumors of counterfeit Gypsies. If there was one thing
these two groups had in common in early modern English discourse, it was their supposed
counterfeit nature. While “counterfeit” was often leveled against Gypsies to describe their
rumored-artificial skin color, it was also a description of their “cheating” nature. Like discourse
around witchcraft, Gypsies were accused of playing tricks on gullible English citizens and
peddling magical skills. Cressy argues that English fantasies around white citizens’ “initiations”
into Gypsy society was akin to “that which bound apprentices to their master, or witches to the
devil.” In cultural materials such as the above woodcut, we can see a parallel between initiations
and contagion in discourse surrounding Gypsies and witchcraft.
In conjunction with accusations of witchcraft, Gypsies in the early modern English
imaginary were most notably identified through their counterfeit skin color, rumored to be
altered by cosmetics and natural dyes. This stereotype was so pervasive that it was continuously
cited in early modern English law and became a central reason for expulsion laws that called for
capital punishment. Before Thomas Dekker called for the “most infamous & basest kinds of
punishment” in his pamphlet Lantern and Candlelight, several laws in England and Scotland
called for “Egyptians” to be not only banished from these countries, but also physically harmed
if caught wandering. One of Henry VIII’s statutes proposed that Romani people could be
“whipped” for the first offence, mutilated for the second, and then put to death. Elizabeth I’s own
statutes matched her father’s in severity, calling for the execution of “Egipcyans.” As Sujata
Iyengar notes, King James I also followed suit with the counterfeit Gypsy narrative, and “As
king of Scotland James had ordained in 1579 that ‘strange and idill beggars’ (including Gypsies)
could be nailed by their ears to a tree and mutilated before they were banished on pain of
death…In England too, James began immediately to strengthen the laws against vagrants of all
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kind’” (177). The anxiety surrounding early modern Gypsies’ counterfeit complexion is a
distinctly biopolitical issue, in which the concerns revolved around a fear that this painted
population was a type of contagion that was inflicting and transforming white bodies into brown
ones. Despite the rhetoric about these “painted” bodies being rhetorically located in artificial
materiality, many of these documents treated this transmutation as permanent, a phenomenon
that was replicated with the severity of the legal punishments.
The rhetoric of racial contagion mirrors the treatment of witchcraft in the early modern
period. Like Gypsies, witchcraft was an institutionally backed yet ill-defined category, leaving
anyone susceptible to accusations of witchcraft. Witchcraft, likewise, was treated as a type of
contagion that could afflict English citizens as well as being a reported cause for contagions like
plague. 121 The reoccurring theme of staining and contagion is, of course, present in Macbeth.
Most famously, Lady Macbeth’s “damned spot” has been considered as a metaphor for political,
gender, or societal transgressions, but rarely ever attended to as a racial one. Yet, Lady
Macbeth’s obsession with staining might allude to the possibilities of racial contagion when she
remarks to Macbeth “my hands are of your colour; but I shame/ To wear a heart so white” (II.ii).
While popular readings of these lines read this “color” as simply blood on the hands, and that a
“white heart” is a negative attribute meaning weak, this reading is troubled when taking in
account Macbeth’s own “blackened” affect, alluded to by several characters within the play.

See Lucinda Cole’s chapter “Rats, Witches, Miasma, and Early Modern Theories of
Contagion,” in her book Imperfect Creatures: Vermin, Literature, and The Sciences of Life
(1600-1740).
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This relationship between Macbeth and the Witches acts as a type of affective contagion,
influencing his racial transgressions. 122 This particular transformation is referred to in the first
scene of Act One, when the witches, in unison, declare: “Fair is foul, and foul is fair” (I.i.12).
While “fair” (meaning “beautiful” or “agreeable”) juxtaposes against “foul,” early modern race
scholar Kim Hall has argued the firm racialization of the term within the period. 123 Macbeth also
gestures towards the possibility of racial contagion via supernatural causes when he tells the
servant, “The Devil damn thee black, thou cream-fac’d loon!” (V.III.11).
Through his transactional relationship with the Witches, Macbeth remarks on the
transformation of his affect, which is described as “dark” and “black.” Macbeth portrays his
subject position as a threat to sovereignty when he calls his “desires” to kill Duncan as “black”
(I.iv.53). Malcolm, likewise, refers to the titular character as “black Macbeth,” who despite his
racialized affect, “will seem as pure as snow, and the poor state/esteem him a lamb” (IV. Iii. 5355). Here, Malcolm uses a racialized depiction of Macbeth to paint him as a direct threat to “the
poor state” of Scotland. Malcolm, likewise, admits to MacDuff that he has not been immune to
Macbeth’s racialized affective contagion when he remarks that “Devilish Macbeth” had affected
Malcolm’s perception of MacDuff, and that MacDuff’s passionate speech made Malcolm “wipe
[his] black scruples” (IV.iii.117).
This imagined contagion afflicting the characters within Macbeth and acting as a looming
threat to English subjects also had transformative powers as an affective mode. In Animacies,
Mel Chen argues that “affect is something not necessarily corporeal and that it potentially

Mattheau Chapman illuminated the racialization of “black” Macbeth in his SAA essay for the
seminar Race and Materiality.
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engages many bodies at once, rather than (only) being contained as an emotion within a single
body.”124 The contagious nature of affect can fortify a nation, as Sara Ahmed argues, or it could
have more negative consequences.
The political borders of England as a nation mirror the rhetoric behind the instability of
the white English (or Scottish) body. Even if you were supposedly safe from the imagined
villainies enacted by cannibal tribes and swarming hoards that reside at the edges of the world,
Gypsies and witches both represent an internal threat with biopolitical consequences (and
solutions). Just as this imagined affective contagion is manifesting through rhetoric about contact
with Gypsies or covenants with the Devil, another affective contagion was being formed in
tandem that stressed feelings of white community. As much as Macbeth is a play that is
concerned with the legitimacies of sovereignty, it is a play that is deeply meditative on the
dichotomies of blackness and whiteness.
Despite the lack of scholarship that attends to the weird sisters’ racialization, recent
productions have cast actresses of color to play Shakespeare’s weird sisters, whether by color
blind casting or a conscious reading of the text. The early modern entwined relationship between
race and witchcraft is also one we have inherited in our own contemporary period, with women
of color politicians like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez being accused of practicing witchcraft to hex
President Trump. Likewise, the figure of the witch has become a useful political tool for feminist
activists, with third wave intersectional feminism appropriating witchcraft imagery and
stereotypes to make stances against rising white nationalism. Mihaela Dragan, a Romani feminist
playwright and actress who founded a queer Romani theatre company in Bucharest Romania,
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draws on lasting stereotypes of Gypsy fortunetellers and witches to reproduce and subvert these
tropes. Drawing on Afro-futurism, Dragan marks her own turn towards Roma-futurism through
the figure of the witch, or Cyberwitch, to create a feminist model for Roma that doesn’t reject the
fortuneteller label, but instead repurposes it to shape her artistic exploration of Romani
subjectivity, and an anti-Romani racism in Europe that is centered around the site of the Roma
woman’s body. For Dragan, the outcome is not to capitalize on the exoticization of “Gypsy
curses” or palm reading, but to form a mechanism of survival and cultural preservation and
imagine a future in which Roma women thrive.
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